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Abstract
Handoff is the procedure providing the connection to the backbone network while a mobile
terminal is moving across the boundaries of coverage of two wireless points of connection. The
complexity of the handoff decision process has led to the examination of a number of traditional
and pattern recognition handoff decision algorithms for wireless networks. Traditional algorithms
use a received signal strength measurement and an optional threshold, hysteresis, or a dwell timer
to determine the handoff decision. Degradation of the signal level, however, is a random process,
and simple decision mechanisms result in a ping–pong effect whereby several consecutive handoffs
degrade the service provided by the network. Consequently, more complex pattern recognition
algorithms are needed to decide on the optimal time for handoff. In these algorithms, the handoff
decision receives off line training to create a reference database of possible handoff locations in an
environment with an associated handoff "fingerprint" at those locations. This dissertation
introduces newly designed neural network and adaptive network based fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) pattern recognition algorithms. To select appropriate algorithms for a specific wireless
network, we need to create an analytical framework for performance evaluation. The design of a
framework for comparative performance evaluation of different handoff algorithms is a complex
problem as different networks have different performance evaluation criteria.
This dissertation divides wireless networks into three categories according to their topology and
wireless service application: traditional cellular phone networks, heterogeneous wireless data
networks, and rate adaptive wireless data networks. For each category of wireless networks we
define a performance evaluation scenario and using Monte Carlo simulations, Monte Carlo
calculations, and direct mathematical analysis we analyze the effects of different handoff decision
algorithms. The Manhattan micro-cellular scenario is used for traditional cellular phone networks.
Using Monte Carlo simulations on this scenario, the performance of traditional and our neural
network and ANFIS handoff decision algorithms are compared. A moving-in moving-out
performance evaluation scenario for heterogeneous wireless data networks is defined to
characterize intertechnology roaming between two networks with substantially different data rates.
We use Monte Carlo calculations to define the optimum handoff location for a mobile terminal in
this scenario. Using Monte Carlo simulations and the optimal handoff location, we perform
comparative performance evaluation of newly introduced asymmetric traditional and pattern
recognition algorithms designed for intertechnology handoff. Finally, we introduce two
performance evaluation scenarios for rate adaptive wireless networks to characterize user mobility
in rate adaptive networks with random and grid deployments. For the first scenario we provide
mathematical analysis for the effects of handoff using relative power to calculate the average
throughput observed by the mobile terminal for different distances between the two wireless points
of connection. For the second scenario designed for grid deployment we present a comparative
performance analysis using Monte Carlo calculations for four handoff decision algorithms.

Keywords: fuzzy logic, handoff algorithms, internetworking, neural networks, pattern recognition,
rate adaptive, wireless local area networks
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Output of the single neuron
Fuzzy set
Bias of the neuron
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Learning rate of the backpropagation algorithm
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Input for the neural network
Received power
Transmitted power
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Distance between the transmitter and receiver
Data rate
Throughput
Time
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Prediction time
Adaptive Network Fuzzy Inference System
Access Point
Automatic Rate Fallback
Bit Error Ratio
Base Station
Base Station Controller
Code Division Multiple Access
Correspondent Host
Digital American Mobile Phone System
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Evolving Fuzzy Neural Network
Frame Error Ratio
Fuzzy Inference System
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Logic System
General Packet Radio System
Global System for Mobile communications
Handoff
Hardware
Inter Access Point Protocol
Internet Protocol
Local Area Network
Multiple Access Interface
Mobile Host
Multiprotocol Label Switching
Mobile Terminal
Neural Network
Opportunistic Auto Rate
Open Systems Interconnection
Packet Error Ratio
Quality of Service
Receiver Based Auto Rate
Radial Basis Function
Radio Recourse Management
Received Signal Strength
Received Signal Strength Indicator

SIR
SNR
UMA
UMTS
WLAN
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Signal to Interference Ratio
Signal to Noise Ratio
Unlicensed Mobile Access
Universal Mobile Telephone System
Wireless LAN
Wireless Personal Area Network
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Introduction
Over the past decade a number of wireless communication networks have
emerged for urban and indoor areas to complement the traditional cellular
networks. The services provided by these networks are geographically selective.
As a result, a wireless communication terminal needs to connect to multiple
points of connection and perhaps multiple networks as it moves from one location
to another. The method of using different networks with the same terminal for
inter-network mobile communications is often referred to as intertechnology,
heterogeneous, or non-homogeneous networking. Whether the roaming is intranetwork within a single technology or inter-network among different
technologies, a wireless mobile terminal moving from one location to another
needs to change its point of connection to the wired backbone network. The
process of supporting the change from one wireless point of connection to another
is referred to as handover or handoff. When a mobile terminal moves away from a
wireless point of connection, the signal level degrades and there is a need to
switch communications to another wireless point of connection. Handoff is the
mechanism by which an ongoing connection between a mobile terminal and the
network is maintained.
The implementation of inter- or intra-network handoff is extremely important
in all mobile network applications. Every change of wireless point of connection
causes a services disruption which affects the quality of service provided to the
user. The parameters of the handoff decision algorithm should be selected so that
it maximizes the quality of service for the user and minimizes the use of system
resources. A number of algorithms are being employed or investigated to optimize
the decision making process for handoff. Traditional algorithms employ simple
intuitive rules to compare the received signal strength from different points of
connection and then decide on when to make the handoff. Degradation of the
signal level, however, is a random process, and simple decision mechanisms
result in the ping-pong effect whereby several consecutive handoffs degrade the
service provided by the network. Consequently, more complex algorithms are
needed to decide on the optimal time for handoff.
To select an appropriate algorithm we need a comparative performance
evaluation of a variety of traditional and more advanced algorithms. However, the
comparative performance evaluation of different handoff algorithms is an
extremely challenging subject. Performance criteria for selecting the optimum
handoff decision algorithm are affected by the type of network. The performance
13

criteria for traditional cellular phone networks such as GSM, UMTS and
cdma2000, rate adaptive wireless data networks such as WLAN and WPANs, and
intertechnology heterogeneous networks are different. In traditional cellular
networks we are keen on voice applications and consequently minimizing the
number of handoffs and ping-pong effects. In rate adaptive and heterogeneous
data networks we are interested in optimizing the delivered average throughput to
the user. However, that average throughput is affected by different factors in a
heterogeneous and in a homogeneous multi-rate network. There is a need for a
framework for performance evaluation of this variety of algorithms for different
types of networks. The core of the framework is defining a realistic scenario for
performance evaluation using mathematical analysis and computer simulation.
This scenario identifies the wireless network type and topology, defines the
location of wireless connection points, and specifies a path for the mobile
terminal in which it experiences a handoff. Using the application scenario one can
analyze the effects of the handoff decision algorithm on the specific performance
criteria for a given type of network. Defining scenarios and performance
evaluation techniques for a variety of wireless networks for the comparative
performance evaluation of different handoff algorithms is the main focus of this
dissertation.
1.1

Background and Motivation

Since handoff algorithms are very important for mobile wireless networking and
as we explained in the previous section their performance evaluation is very
challenging, in the past few years a number of complex algorithms and a body of
literature have appeared in this area. This literature includes our research group’s
publications outlined in the beginning of this dissertation and the list of cited
papers at the reference section of the dissertation.
We provide a comprehensive overview of this literature at the end of chapter
2, after we have introduced more a detailed description of the issues involved in
the handoff process. Here we discuss a few key publications and three important
previous PhD dissertations which have motivated and complemented the research
work presented in this dissertation.
As will be discussed in section 2.4, the literature on handoff related issues
includes a number of publications providing an overview of the importance of
handoff issues and algorithms applied to traditional homogeneous voice-oriented
cellular phones. Key papers in this area include [115, 122]. Handoff issues related
14

to higher layers data-oriented packet switched IP networking, concerning issues
such as Mobile IP and Cellular IP, have also attracted considerable attention and
papers in that area include [97, 118, 126, 131, 192].
Due to the complexity of the handover decision process, comparative
performance evaluation of traditional and more advanced pattern recognition
handoff algorithms for different classes of wireless networks has intrigued the
research community. The most popular advanced pattern recognition algorithms
used for the handoff decision in traditional cellular phone networks have been
neural network and fuzzy logic algorithms. One of the key publications in this
area, which has affected this dissertation, is the Ph.D. dissertation by Tripathi
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute [152]. In his dissertation he uses the
Manhattan micro-cellular scenario for the comparative performance evaluation of
traditional, neural network, and fuzzy logic algorithms applied to traditional
homogeneous voice-oriented cellular phone networks. His study exclusively uses
computer simulations to evaluate the performance of different parameters of the
handoff decision algorithms for a voice application. Another key publication in
this area influencing this dissertation is the PhD dissertation by Wong at Stanford
University [165]. He has studied applications of statistical pattern recognition
algorithms to the handoff decision process, also for traditional voice-oriented
homogeneous networks using the micro-cellular scenario. Both of these works
concentrated on cellular telephone voice applications in homogeneous
communication networks. In the present dissertation we expand the work
described in [152] and [165] by presenting different and less complicated handoff
decision algorithms and utilizing these algorithms in both voice and data oriented
networks for both homogeneous and heterogeneous networking environments.
The research work presented in this dissertation started in a joint research
program between the University of Oulu and the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
The objective of this research program was to analyze the effects of handoff in
heterogeneous data-oriented networks and compare those effects with the effects
of handoff in traditional voice-oriented cellular phone networks [115]. We
examined traditional and pattern recognition algorithms in the Manhattan microcellular scenario also used in [152, 165] for performance analysis of the
traditional cellular networks and defined a new scenario called the moving-inmoving-out scenario for performance evaluation of heterogeneous data networks.
Later on, the research work on the effects of handoff on the performance of
heterogeneous networks was continued at the University of Oulu [45, 46, 175,
176, 177]. The key publication in the research on heterogeneous networks related
15

to this dissertation is the PhD dissertation by Mika Ylianttila [174] on the system
and networking aspects of handoff in heterogeneous wireless networks. The
contributions of the author of this dissertation have been focused on the design
and performance evaluation of traditional and pattern recognition while the work
presented in [174] focuses on the system engineering aspects.
More recently the author’s research at the University of Oulu extended to the
analysis of the effects of handoff on the performance of rate adaptive wireless
data networks such as WLANs [102-104]. As explained in the PhD dissertation
by Ünbehaun at the Royal Institute of Technology [158], practical deployment of
these networks can be divided into random and grid deployments. In our analysis
we have defined two scenarios for performance evaluation using random [104]
and infrastructure deployment [102, 103]. In summary, the extensive handoff
research program at the University of Oulu has considered three different wireless
networks. These wireless networks are categorized as: traditional cellular phone
networks, non-homogeneous wireless data networks, and rate adaptive WLAN
networks. The present dissertation extends the work presented in [152] and [165]
by introducing new methods of utilizing pattern recognition for handoff decision
algorithms and comparing the performance of the presented algorithms in the
aforementioned three different types of wireless networks. The author of this
dissertation was responsible for the design and performance evaluation of the
handoff decision algorithm for these three different wireless networks and this
dissertation focuses on his contributions.
1.2

Contribution of the thesis

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a framework for the
comparative performance evaluation of traditional and proposed newly designed
pattern recognition handoff decision algorithms across a variety of wireless
networks. We have logically divided wireless networks according to their
topology and wireless service application into three categories: traditional cellular
networks, non-homogeneous wireless data networks, and rate adaptive WLAN
networks. Then, using mathematical analysis and computer simulations, we have
made a comparative performance evaluation of the application of traditional and
pattern recognition algorithms for each of these networks. The core for the
performance evaluation of handoff decision algorithms in different networks is
the definition of a realistic operation scenario. The scenarios identify the wireless
network topology, define the location of wireless point of connections, and
16

specify a path for the mobile terminal (MT) in which it experiences a handoff.
Using statistical path-loss models for the spatial behavior of the radio channel
between the wireless points of connection, the received signal strength at the MT
is determined and used for the analysis of the effects of the parameters of the
traditional and newly designed pattern recognition handoff decision algorithms on
the overall performance of the network
Our published contributions cited in this dissertation consider these three
classes of networks and their associated scenarios of operation. Theefore, the
presentation of our contributions summarized in this section is also organized in
three categories reflecting these three classes of networks.
1.

Contribution in handoff for traditional cellular phone networks: Comparative
performance analysis of traditional, neural network, and Adaptive Network
based Fuzzy Logic System (ANFIS) handoff decision algorithms in a
microcellular scenario.
In this part of our study we used the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario and
Monte Carlo simulations, previously used in other PhD dissertations [26,
152], for the comparative performance analysis of traditional and two
proposed pattern recognition handoff decision algorithms based on a neural
network and ANFIS. Our approach to utilizing a neural network for the
handoff decision is different in the simplification of the structure from the
neural network handoff decision algorithm examined in Tripathi’s PhD thesis
[152]. The application of an ANFIS algorithm to the handoff decision is first
introduced in this dissertation. The ANFIS handoff algorithm is based on a
fuzzy logic decision algorithm which is trained similarly to a neural network,
making it suitable for uncertain systems. The training of ANFIS is usually
less exhausting compared to the training of a neural network. Some of the
results of the comparative analysis based on these new handoff decision
handoff algorithms have been published in [43, 44, 107]. The sensitivity
analysis of our neural network algorithms with respect to tuning parameters
was published in [106]. Chapter 3 of this dissertation provides the details of
the traditional and these proposed newly designed algorithms, and Chapter 4
describes the results of the contributions. The results indicate that the handoff
decision algorithm based on a neural network outperforms the traditional and
ANFIS handoff algorithms in terms of number of handoffs and handoff
location.
17

2.

Contributions in handoff for hybrid wireless data networks: Comparative
performance analysis of traditional, neural networks and ANFIS handoff
decision algorithms in inter-technology scenario.
In this part of the research the author of this dissertation was a member of a
larger pioneering group which has contributed to a number of seminal papers
in this field [43, 115, 176,178-182]. The author’s contributions were focused
on design and performance evaluation of the handoff decision algorithms for
hybrid networks and comparison of their performance with traditional cellular
phone networks [105, 107, 175]. A moving-in–moving-out scenario was
introduced for vertical handoff in hybrid wireless networks to characterize
intertechnology roaming between two networks with substantially different
data rates. The intertechnology networking creates an overlay-underlay
situation in which the MT has preference to connect to the overlay network to
access a substantially higher data rate. As a result, the algorithms for moving
out of and coming into the overlay network would be different. Since we
prefer the overlay network, we should connect to it regardless of any
threshold for the received signal from the underlay network, and the
comparative performance evaluation of the handoff decision handoff
algorithms should be performed only in the transition region in which the
handoff takes place between the two networks.
Our contributions in this part of the dissertation are the design of new
asymmetric traditional and pattern recognition handoff decision algorithms
for mobile terminals moving-in and moving-out from the coverage area of the
overlay wireless point of connection and the analysis of the performance of
these algorithms in the transition region [43, 175]. Using mathematical
analysis and Monte Carlo calculations* of the average throughput of the
traditional algorithms in the transition region it is shown that for high ratios
of data rates between the overlay and underlay networks and high handoff
disruption times the ideal moment for handoff is at the end of the transition
region. We have used Monte Carlo computer simulations, similar to Chapter
4, to determine and analyze the performance of our proposed newly designed

*

In Monte Carlo calculations we created a mathematical framework and formulation to relate the
performance of the handoff algorithm to a variety of handoff parameters. We repeated our calculations
for computer simulated channel behavior and applied the derived formulation to reach the
performance results. In Monte Carlo simulations we use computer simulation to simulate both the
algorithm and the channel to reach the results.
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neural network and ANFIS handoff decision algorithms. The performance
criteria were the number of handoffs and bias of the location of handoff with
respect to the end of the transition region. In addition to mathematical
analysis and computer simulations, the performance of the newly developed
handoff method was analyzed using a WLAN test bed [181]. It was shown
that the effective straight forward utilization of a pattern recognition based
handoff algorithm for intertechnology roaming is very difficult, and
alternative methods for applying pattern recognition to the task should be
investigated. The results from the testbed indicated that site specific
measurements are needed to design optimum handoff algorithms for
intertechnology networks.
3.

Contributions in handoff for rate adaptive wireless data networks: Analysis of
the effects of handoff on the performance of rate adaptive wireless data
networks.
The main contribution of this part of the research is to provide analytical
framework for the performance evaluation of rate adaptive MTs for different
deployment scenarios. The results are published in [45, 46, 47, 102, 103,
104,]. Adding rate adaptation to the analysis of the effects of handoff on the
performance of wireless data networks adds a new dimension of complexity
because the performance will become a function of the distance between the
wireless points of connections. In addition, as explained in the PhD
dissertation by Ünbehaun [158] rate adaptive wireless networks such as
WLANs are practically deployed either randomly or by using a grid
installation. The variety of deployment techniques described in [158]
provides us with the notion of demand for more than one scenario for
performance evaluation.
In this part of the research we define two scenarios for the analysis of the
effects of handoff decision algorithms in random and grid installations for
rate adaptive wireless data networks. In the first scenario we assume an MT
moves between two randomly installed wireless points of connection and
present a mathematical framework to determine the average throughput
observed by the MT for different locations between these wireless points of
connection. This mathematical framework utilizes the author’s new analytical
throughput-distance relationship in shadow fading presented in [102] and the
calculation of the number of handoffs in shadow fading presented in [138] to
determine the average throughput observed by a rate adaptive MT for
19

different distances between the wireless point of connection and the MT. The
second scenario looks similar to the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario
representing a grid installation of rate adaptive wireless points of connection.
However, as the MT moves away from a wireless point of connection, the
data rate of the service is adapted to the average received signal strength of
the terminal. The existence of the other two interfering wireless points of
contact makes the analysis even more complicated forcing us to use MonteCarlo calculations rather than the pure analytical solutions applied to the
randomly installed scenario [103, 104]. It is shown that the optimum distance
between wireless points of connection can be determined in order to achieve
the maximum average throughput while roaming in a rate adaptive network,
and the selection of the handoff decision algorithm has an impact on this
distance.
1.3

Outline of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we describe the
handoff related issues, concentrating on technical aspects of the handoff
procedure and explaining the special features of handoff in cellular, non
homogeneous intertechnology and homogenous rate adaptive wireless networks
with the related literature review. In Chapter 3 the details of the different types of
handoff decision algorithms are described. Both traditional RSS based and more
intelligent and advanced pattern recognition handoff decision algorithms based on
neural networks and fuzzy logic are presented. In Chapter 4 we provide the
analysis of handoff algorithms for traditional cellular phone networks and an
introduction to the application of new pattern recognition handoff decision
algorithms based on neural networks and ANFIS. In Chapter 5 we will provide an
analysis of handoff for hybrid wireless data networks. In this chapter we will
introduce the moving-in moving-out handoff scenario and derive the throughput
in the transition region of that scenario. We also describe a new methodology to
solve the moving-out handoff problem by using pattern recognition techniques. In
Chapter 6 we address the mobility and handoff problem in rate adaptive wireless
data networks. We will provide a mathematical analysis that will relate the
average throughput of a connection between a mobile terminal and a wireless
point of connection to the distance between them. Finally, in Chapter 7 we
summarize and conclude the dissertation.
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2

Handoff issues

In order to provide ubiquitous network access for mobile communication devices,
service providers have to build networks that deploy several points of connection.
In cellular voice telephony and mobile data networks, such points of attachment
are referred to as base stations (BSs) and in Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs), they are called access points (APs) (See Fig. 1). Since usually there is
more than one BS/AP available for a mobile user, it is most beneficial for overall
network performance that each active mobile station is connected to the most
suitable BS/AP while accessing the services provided by the network.
Determining which one of these points of connection is the most suitable one for
a given application at any particular location and moment of time depends on the
chosen criteria that fulfill the quality of service requirements of that particular
application. One such criterion is for the mobile terminal to select a BS/AP that
gives the maximum received signal level. This selection usually also maximizes
the quality of the connection provided that no other signal degrading impairments
exist.
LAN

IP/PSTN

Cellular network

Rate adaptive wireless data network

Roaming mobile terminals

Fig. 1. Cellular and WLAN network architectures.
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When a mobile terminal moves away from a BS/AP, the signal level degrades
and there will be a need to switch communications to another BS/AP. Handoff is
the mechanism by which an ongoing connection between a mobile terminal and a
corresponding host is transferred from one point of access to another on the fixed
network. This requires that the connection be accommodated by the new
connection point. Handoff involves a sequence of events in the backbone
network, including re-routing the connection and re-registering with the new AP,
which are additional overhead loads on network traffic. Therefore it has an impact
on traffic balancing and traffic density for individual BS/APs.
The requirements of connection switching are handled by the radio resource
management (RRM) functions of the network. Handoff and the handoff algorithm
are an important element of RRM together with admission control, load control,
power control, and mobility management. The RRM functionalities are presented
in Fig. 2. Handoff is a complex process and it involves several aspects such as
methodology, protocol, algorithm, and metrics. The focus of this thesis is the
handoff decision algorithm and related metrics and their effects on the
performance of a wireless network.

Fig. 2. Relationship between radio resource management functions and handoff.
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Handoff, in the case of cellular telephony, involves the transfer of a voice call
from one BS to another. In the case of wireless data networking, for example
using WLANs, it involves transferring the packet data connection from one AP to
another. For a voice user, handoff may result in an audible click interrupting the
conversation for the duration of each handoff, and because of handoff, data users
may lose packets and unnecessary congestion control measures may come into
play. In non homogenous intertechnology networks, handoff involves the transfer
of a connection from a BS/AP in one network to the BS/AP of another network
with different data rate capabilities. The issues related to intertechnology handoff
are discussed in more detail in section 2.2.
Degradation of the signal level as the mobile terminal is traveling away from
its point of access is a random process, and simple decision mechanisms such as
those based solely on signal strength measurements result in the ping-pong effect.
The ping-pong effect refers to several handoffs that occur back and forth between
two BSs/APs. This takes a severe toll on both the user's quality perception and
network load. One way of eliminating the ping-pong effect is to persist with a
BS/AP for as long as possible even though a higher RSS would be received from
another BS/AP. However, delay has adverse effects on the performance of the
network. For example in a cellular telephony if handoff is delayed, weak signal
reception persists unnecessarily, resulting in lower voice quality, increased
probability of call drops, and/or degradation of quality of service. This dilemma
makes the choice of handoff decision time and location a complex and
challenging problem. This complexity increases as new technologies and their
interaction with each other, i.e., intertechnology, become available for wireless
networking.
The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of different aspects
involved in the handoff procedure and their relation to the performance evaluation
of handoff decision algorithms for multimedia wireless networks. Section 2.1
gives a general introduction to the technical aspects of the handoff process.
Section 2.2 describes additional issues involved in handoff between two different
wireless networking technologies. Section 2.3 provides the issues related to
handoff in rate adaptive wireless data networks. The chapter ends with an
overview of handoff related literature in section 2.4.
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2.1

Technical aspects of handoff

As shown in Fig. 2, the handoff process is an important part of mobility
management, involving a multitude of related issues. In this section we discuss
these issues as regards their relation with the performance of wireless multimedia
networks. Fig. 3 provides a comprehensive overview of the details of the issues
involved in handoff. The issues can be categorized into architectural and decision
algorithm parts. The architectural issues are related to handoff control,
methodology and the protocols involved in rerouting the connection. Issues
related to the decision algorithms are the handoff decision algorithm and the
metrics exploited by the algorithm to decide on a handoff.

User policies Cost, power consumption, setup time

Network
performance

Mobility management connectivity, location, context, transparency,

measures

network formation, routing

Throughput,

handoff control Network controlled, Mobile controlled, Network
assisted, Mobile assisted

Service
disruption
time,

handoff methodology hard/soft

Packet loss,
Connection

handoff protocols Mobile IP, Cellular IP, HAWAII,…
handoff decision algorithm Received signal
strength, link quality, terminal mobility, data traffic,
service
handoff algorithm metrics/parameters RSS,
hysteresis margin, SNR, BER, velocity, location,
cell load, service type

blocking rate,
Connection
dropping rate
Handoff
performance
measures
Handoff rate,
Handoff delay

Fig. 3. Summary of important issues involved in the handoff mechanism and its
performance analysis. The shadowed components are addressed in this dissertation.
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2.1.1 Architectureal issues
The handoff control may be located in a network entity (as in most cellular
networks) or in the mobile terminal itself (as in WLANs). We refer to these cases
as network controlled handoff and mobile-controlled handoff, respectively. If
information sent by the mobile terminal can be employed by the network entity in
making the handoff decision this would result in mobile-assisted handoff. In any
case, the entity that decides on the handoff uses some metrics, algorithms, and
performance measures in making the decision.
When connected to the network, the mobile terminal is usually registered or
associated with a particular point of attachment. This is for the purpose of routing
incoming data packets or voice calls appropriately. When the mobile terminal
moves and executes a handoff from one point of attachment to another, the old
serving point of attachment has to be informed about the change. This is usually
called dissociation. The mobile terminal will also have to re-associate itself with
the new point of access to the fixed backbone network. Other network entities
involved in routing data packets to the mobile terminal or switching voice calls
have to be aware of the handoff in order to seamlessly continue the ongoing connection or call. This awareness is achieved by transferring extra signaling
information between the involved network entities. Depending on whether a new
connection is created before breaking the old one or not, handoffs are classified
into hard and soft handoffs. In CDMA, the existence of two simultaneous
connections during handoff results in soft handoff. On the other hand in GSM for
instance, the connection is broken before a new connection is established
resulting in hard handoff.
The handoff procedure, in general, involves a set of protocols to notify all the
necessary network entities of a particular connection that, first of all, a handoff is
needed and secondly, that the handoff has been executed and that the connection
has to be redefined. The Mobile Internet Protocol (Mobile IP) [59] is one way to
solve the mobility problem in computer based data networks. The essential
problem, which Mobile IP resolves, concerns both the identification and the
physical or packet routing location of a mobile host in the network. Mobile IP
separates these two by dedicating different IP addresses for different roles. The
home address of a mobile terminal is its identifying IP address. Its care-of address
refers to the temporary IP address at a foreign network it is visiting, and therefore
indicates the current physical location. To get data packets destined for an MH to
its care-of address, a home agent introduces a level of indirection, keeping track
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of the current care-of address. MHs send location update messages to their home
agents whenever they move to a location with a new care-of address. Home
agents then route the data packets to an MH’s care-of address through IP in IP
encapsulation. Mobile IP does not address the issue of handoff triggering, i.e., the
time instant the handoff should be carried out, which implies the importance of
further study on handoff in IP based wireless data networks. Other alternatives for
mobility in IP based data networks are also presented in the literature [35].
2.1.2 Handoff decision algorithms
Several handoff decision algorithms exist and can be utilized to make the correct
decision to handoff the ongoing connection. Regardless of the algorithm, we may
identify three sequential phases that are involved in all of them [159]:
–

–

–

Measurement phase: The measurement of the overall link or communication
quality is measured either by the base station, the mobile station or both. The
measurement data is processed and evaluated again by one or both of them
and appropriate action is taken according to the result of the evaluation;
perform handoff or don’t. The measured parameters could be: Received
useful and total power in up- and downlink, interference levels in up- and
downlink, received signal levels from the neighboring reference BS/AP, bit
error rates in both up- and downlink, estimate of the distance between the
terminal and the BS/AP, and estimate of the terminal velocity.
Initiation and resource allocation phase: This phase includes the decision
whether a handoff is needed, regardless of the actual availability of a new
channel on a target (or on the serving) base station; it is based on processed
measurement results or network variables, including offered traffic. Once the
need for the handoff is determined, the new channel is selected taking the
actual radio resource availability and network load into account.
Execution phase: Once the new channel is selected, the handoff is executed.

All of these phases are prone to errors. The measurement results, which the
decision phase is based upon, may be incorrect or exposed to noise, thus making
the decision inappropriate for the situation. The feedback to the channel
reservation enquiries may suffer from erroneous transmission, and the execution
of the handoff may also take so much time that the conditions in the target
destination may have changed while waiting for the handoff connection. All
possible precaution is needed to avoid the aforementioned incidents disturbing the
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handoff procedure, by choosing a suitable handoff protocol and handoff algorithm
which is, by no means, a simple task.
Handoff decision algorithms, that execute the aforementioned handoff phases,
can be categorized based on the form of input that the algorithm exploits when
making the handoff decision.
–

–

–

–

–

–

Received signal strength-driven algorithms are those whose initiation and
decision phases consider as inputs one or more received signal levels from
the neighboring BSs.
Quality-driven algorithms are those considering bit error ratio (BER), packet
error ratio (PER) or frame error ratio (FER) as input for the decision to be
made.
Mobility-driven algorithms rely on the estimates of link distance and mobile
speed. The connection of a fast-moving vehicle may be switched from small
cells to larger cells to avoid frequent handoffs. In reality this class of
algorithms is by far the most challenging, as accurate location information is
hard to come by, even though location estimation accuracy is rapidly
increasing thanks to ongoing research in this area.
Traffic-driven algorithms: The initiation and decision phases take estimates
of traffic load (channel occupancy) into account. This type of handoff
initiation is essential for equal load sharing among different serving points of
access.
Service-driven algorithms: Users for voice and data services are treated
separately and the handoff decision based on the service affects the capacity
of the network.
History-driven algorithms: Users’ behavior is known from usage and
movement patterns and the algorithm can make decisions accordingly.

2.1.3 Performance evaluation of the handoff algorithms
The main objectives of a handoff procedure are, first, to minimize the number of
link transfers and second, to minimize the handoff processing delay by correct
choice of target BS/AP with speedy execution [149]. This minimizes the
probability of connection interruptions and reduces the switching load. If the
handoff is not fast enough, the quality of the service experiences degradations. A
handoff should be evaluated as to its impact on the mobile to network connection.
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The performance of handoff algorithms is quantitatively determined by the
following metrics:
–

–

–

–

Number of handoffs indicates the total handoff count as the mobile terminal
moves between several overlapping BSs/APs. The result determines the
sensitivity of the handoff algorithm. An excessively high rate indicates that
the algorithm is over sensitive to metrics fluctuations, causing high rates of
radio and network signaling load, and increasing the risk of disconnection. If
handoffs are too few, but the mobile crosses the boundaries of coverage of a
given BS/AP we will have intrusion in providing the service and possibly a
connection loss.
Ping-pong handoffs are handoffs during which the mobile connection is
alternating between the target and initial BS/AP several times before
establishing a stable link. The ping-pong handoffs over several overlapping
BS/AP coverage areas unnecessarily utilize radio and network signaling
resources as explained before.
The point where the handoff is triggered should be as close as possible to the
desired boundries of coverage of the BS/AP which is determined during the
network planning and deployment phases to balance the load among all
BSs/APs. If handoff takes place far away from the desired boundaries a
certain BS/AP might be stressed, while another BS/AP is not equally utilizing
its resources.
Link transfer duration is the time period between the decision to trigger the
handoff and the establishment of a reliable link with the target BS. The
duration of the execution of a handoff should be as short as possible in order
to minimize the transfer period during which the connection may be lost.

Throughout this thesis we use the above criteria for the analysis and comparative
performance evaluation of different handoff algorithms. There are other detailed
factors worth mentioning:
–

–
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Number of handoff attempts is the number of connection attempts between
the mobile and a new base station before the establishment of a reliable link.
The value of such an indicator has to be minimized.
Number of missed handoffs indicates the number of such instances that
handoff should have been made according to the rules specified in the
decision algorithm but failed to execute for some reason.

–

–

Rate of failure stands for the handoff failure probability rate (in other words,
a failure occurs each time the target base station fails to receive access bursts
from a mobile or when the connection with this base station is lost after a
short period of time) which causes the mobile station to connect back to its
old base station. The failures might be due to an erroneous execution phase as
described earlier. The rate of failure should be minimized so that service
quality will not be affected.
Overall quantity of consumed resources includes the consumption of
resources at the transmission level (radio and network interface) as well as in
terms of processing (link switching and choice of candidate and target cells).
The resource consumption of the procedure has to be evaluated and
interpreted in terms of signaling and processing operations. The value of such
an indicator should be minimized.

To offer various network services and functional facilities, the handoff procedure
is required to meet strict demands, the most important of which are: Reacting in
"real time" (especially for fast handoffs in a pico- or microcellular environment),
meeting the demands of the subscribers (in accordance with the cost and service
quality offered by the various operators, for instance), detecting subscriber
behavior changes (mobility; transfer a communication from a picocell to a microor macrocell network in the case of a speed increase by the subscriber, for
instance), and being able to move from one network to another (interoperator or
intertechnology handoff).
Optimizing the handoff instant can be a very demanding task. The
optimization criterion depends on the desired overall performance of the whole
networking system involved. The measures of performance can be, as described
earlier, throughput, handoff delay, number of handoffs etc. Optimizing one of
these measures may require that another measure needs to be “un-optimized”. For
example, increasing throughput in a transition region may require performing
more than just one handoff, while on the other hand the minimization of handoff
instants may reduce the throughput.
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2.2

Intertechnology handoff

Intertechnology networking is a future trend in modern telecommunications. Two
or more technologically different communication systems are merged together in
a seamless manner by introducing the functionalities needed for a mobile terminal
to move from one network to another without losing connection to the
correspondent network entity. Such hybrid network integrities emerge when
several networking environments are attached to one another using the Internet.
When such networks possess different transfer rates, a whole new concept of
intertechnology networking can be determined. This is often referred to as the
hot-spot technique, which can be realized by inserting networks having faster
transfer capability inside networks with slower connection ability. This hotspotting with unlicensed mobile access (UMA) concept is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where a mobile data user can roam between multiple networking environments
using a terminal with the corresponding technologies. The technological variants
can be, e.g., wire-line LANs, WLANs, UMTS, WIMAX, GPRS, GSM, Bluetooth,
etc. [109, 110, 116, 148, 171, 189]

Fig. 4. Intertechnology networking with the hot-spot technique [umatoday.com].

The motivation for hybrid wireless heterogeneous networks arises from the fact
that no one technology or service can provide ubiquitous coverage, and it will be
necessary for a mobile terminal to employ various points of attachment to
maintain connectivity to the backbone network at all times. The natural trend has
been toward utilizing local-coverage high-bandwidth data networks such as IEEE
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802.11 WLAN whenever available, and to switch to an overlay service such as a
GPRS network with lower bandwidth when a WLAN is not available. In the
intertechnology context where handoffs are envisaged between heterogeneous
packet switched networks, a handoff from a WLAN to a GPRS should be
performed only with a very low priority, while a handoff from a GPRS to a
WLAN should be performed whenever possible.
Even though same basic principles, discussed in Section 2.1, apply to the
handoffs in intertechnology networks, there are several dynamic factors that must
be emphasized and considered in handoff decisions for effective network usage.
For example, information on current network conditions can help load balancing
across networks; current user conditions, such as a mobile terminal’s velocity can
eliminate certain networks from consideration (i.e., those networks that do not
support mobility). Available hints, like user activity patterns and network
coverage maps can also contribute to handoff decisions.
One way of looking at the intertechnology handoff problem is to look at the
system status at the handoff instant. System status includes observed throughput,
how long the user has used each network, how many bytes the user has
transferred on each network, the current battery status on the mobile device, and
what has been the cost that the user has spent on each network.
User policies determine the “best” network and whether handoff should take
place or not. Policy parameters include [162]:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Cost of the connectivity
Power consumption of the used network interface
Setup time of the connection
User activity history
Speed of the user
Coverage maps of the network
Number of users in the networks.

The intertechnology handoff is two-fold; handoff from underlay network, e.g.,
WLAN, to overlay network, e.g., GPRS, and handoff back from GPRS to WLAN.
The handoff procedure suggested in [115] is simplified and shown in Fig. 5. The
handoff algorithm makes a decision on the suitable technology based on the
measurements described in section 2.1. The measurements can be taken for the
present network or both the present and the candidate network. The algorithm can
be set in such a way that it prefers one of the networks over the others and always
checks whether that network is available. In this case the underlay network
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(WLAN) is considered to be more preferable due to the obvious reasons of data
rate and cost. If the handoff algorithm finds the quality of the present point of
access degrading it will start looking for other options and first scan available
WLAN networks. If no WLAN networks are available, the MH switches to the
overlay GPRS network.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
No

No

Fig. 5. Intertechnology handoff procedure.

For a MH working in the overlay network (GPRS) the algorithm works in such a
way that the MH regularly checks if it is close to a WLAN network. This could be
done by looking for the presence of WLAN beacon signals. When a beacon signal
is detected, the MH invokes the handoff engine to evaluate the quality of the
available link. The MH waits until the link is stable and handoff to the underlay
network is then performed.
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2.2.1 Performance evaluation and intertechnology handoff
In intertechnology data networks the transition from one network to another is
important when analyzing the performance of handoff between the involved
networks. The scenario and communication technologies involved strongly
influence the nature of the handoff decision. For instance, for an intertechnology
handoff between similar technologies there is no real preference between the
technologies, whereas with dissimilar technologies one can outperform the other
in cost, data rate, availability etc. In order to evaluate the effects of the
intertechnology handoff on the performance of the wireless network, one has to
define the scenario as well as the involved technologies and investigate the
transition region where handoff takes place.
The transition region is depicted in Fig. 6. As a terminal moves from the
coverage of the AP to outside its coverage, there is a transition region where the
signal power P falls below the sensitivity of the terminal radio.

GPRS/UMTSBS
WLANAP
Data Rate R1
Data Rate R2

RSS
from
WLAN
Receiver sensitivity level

TR

Fig. 6. Moving away scenario with a transition region.

If we examine the transition region in a real WLAN environment, and especially
if we measure the received power reported by the WLAN network card driver, it
can be seen that the region might be very narrow in length, thus making it easier
to develop handoff algorithms. The measurements have also indicated that the
transition region is very location dependent, which makes pattern recognition and
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classification attractive alternatives when deciding upon the appropriate handofAf
algorithm. This behavior is further exploited with the test bed measurement
results described in Chapter 5.
2.3

Handoff in rate adaptive wireless networks

In order to enhance the system capacity of wireless communication networks,
modern radio transceivers for data applications include adaptive multi-rate
modems that adapt their data rate according to the received signal quality. In such
a rate adaptive wireless network, a node can dynamically adjust its link
transmission rate by switching between different modulation and coding schemes.
High-speed modulation schemes with large constellation patterns would require a
higher SNR to maintain the transmission quality and bit error ratio. The
transmission rate is selected dynamically based on the detected SNR, and each
data block shall be transmitted at the highest available rate or the rate determined
by the needs of the application.
Perhaps the most widely used adaptive data rate system nowadays is wireless
LAN, and this is why we adopt the system parameters used in IEEE802.11
wireless LAN technology. Because of varying channel conditions, the
IEEE802.11a/b/g standards support multiple data transmission rates to take
advantage of the trade-off between data rate and bit error rate. The IEEE 802.11
a/b/g standard provides multiple data rates at the physical layer. However, the
standard does not provide a rate adaptation algorithm allowing for the selection of
a data rate according to the channel quality. It is the responsibility and freedom of
the companies manufacturing IEEE802.11a/b/g interfaces to choose and
implement a rate adaptation algorithm. Several rate adaptation algorithms have
been proposed in the literature [71, 123, 124]. These are Automatic Rate Fallback
(ARF) [70], Receiver-Based Auto Rate (RBAR) [49], Opportunistic Auto Rate
(OAR) [130], and the Link Adaptation Algorithm [117] among others. Regardless
of the chosen algorithm, rate adaptation contributes to the throughput
performance of a roaming mobile WLAN terminal. The contribution is twofold.
First, lost packets may be encountered as the channel conditions are becoming
intolerable for the selected modulation/coding scheme. Second, the data rate
experienced by the mobile user is reduced due to the signaling overhead needed
in order to provide the sender information to reduce its transmission rate to a
tolerable level for the prevailing channel conditions.
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In multi-rate wireless data networks the transmission data rate is a function of
the received signal strength (RSS), which in turn is a function of the distance
between the access point/base station (AP/BS) and the mobile terminal. In
addition, as a mobile terminal moves far away from a given AP, it has to connect
to another AP using a handoff decision algorithm and related signaling. Since the
communication channel is fading, the handoff decision algorithm might cause the
ping-pong effect that further complicates the analysis. RSS is also affected by
possible interference sources such as MAI and jamming in military systems,
which adds another level of complexity to this problem. As a result, the analysis
of the performance of rate adaptive wireless communication systems has attracted
considerable attention in the research community both in the civilian and tactical
communications fields.
2.3.1 Performance evaluation and rate adaptive handoff
As the mobile terminal moves in the coverage area of the network, the data rate of
the mobile terminal changes according to its distance from the AP to which it is
connected. Therefore, the average throughput for the mobile terminal is a function
of the distance from the AP and the path that the terminal follows. When the
performance is not adequate and another AP is available within a closer distance,
the mobile terminal can roam to that AP according to the rules of the handoff
decision algorithm. The penalty for roaming is a period during which data is not
transmitted and packets are lost. However, after reconnection the data rate will be
increased and performance improved. Therefore, the overall performance of the
network for the mobile terminal is a function of the roaming or handoff algorithm
and its ability to avoid the ping-pong effects so that the overall performance is
optimized.
The performance evaluation of a wireless network demands the inclusion of
the effects of mobility on the overall performance of the network. To illustrate the
effects of mobility, we need to define a scenario in which the performance of
relevant algorithms can be compared in a repeatable environment. WLAN
networks are deployed using three approaches; they are either installed randomly,
in a grid format, or using coverage planning [158]. Fig. 7 shows a typical random
deployment of rate adaptive WLANs and the location of a mobile terminal inside
the coverage area of the network.
The MT moves from close vicinity of the AP1 towards AP2. As the mobile
terminal goes away from AP1, the RSS and consequently the data rate gradually
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decrease. At certain points the RSS and the data rate are so low that the mobile
terminal has to switch its connection and roam to AP2. Each handoff incurs the
penalty of lost connection time, which degrades the performance. The analysis of
this situation is difficult because the RSS is exposed to fading. Therefore, the
average throughput of the mobile terminal is a function of the distance between
the two access points, the handoff decision algorithm, the fading behavior of the
channel, and the relation between the data rate and the RSS of the mobile
terminal. Analysis of the effects of multi-rate handoff on the network performance
is presented in Chapter 6.

AP1
AP2

Fig. 7. Deployment of a multi-rate network (WLAN), and mobile terminal movement.

2.4

Review of handoff related literature

This section provides a review of relevant handoff related literature and parallel
work within the scope of the thesis. Subsection 2.4.1 discusses the handoff in
cellular networks emphasizing the analytical results that are the basis for further
and deeper understanding of the problem. The most interesting and relevant
literature in intertechnology is presented in Section 2.4.2. Finally handoff
literature related to WLAN systems is reviewed in section 2.4.3.
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2.4.1 Handoff in cellular networks
Handoff related scientific literature started to appear in the middle of 1980s. The
articles focused solely on cellular network based handoff, where transferring an
ongoing call from one channel (or cell) connected to the core network to another
was investigated and analyzed. [6], [50], [150] were the first prominent articles to
analyze the handoff problem based on the concept of cellular and micro-cellular
networks and channel assignment therein. They analyzed the effect of handoff on
the performance of a cellular network by presenting channel assignment strategies
and handoff policies.
In the analog systems of the 80s, handoff caused audible clicks or noise
bursts uniquely characterizing the sound of such systems. The appearance and
growth of digital cellular networks, such as GSM and D-AMPS, and the ever
increasing user mobility together with increased QoS requirements, resulted in
more analytical studies of handoff decision algorithms. Preliminary analysis and
evaluation with experimental simulation data of the relationship between handoff
parameters, such as RSS averaging and hysteresis margin, and handoff quality
measurements, such as unnecessary handoffs and handoff delay, is presented in
[101] and [93]. Another research, carried out by Gudmundson [39], derives and
gives analytical expressions and the bounds for performance measures of RSS
based handoff algorithms where no hysteresis margin is present. Further analysis
with a model for analyzing and RSS (with hysteresis) based algorithm of handoff
between two cells is presented in [160]. The probability of handoff and the
handoff rate is given for an algorithm that utilizes relative RSS from two BSs.
The work is extended first with the utilization of absolute (threshold) RSS
information in [161] and later with multi-cell systems that allow more than two
BSs in the analysis [1]. Leu and Mark [85 - 87] improved this analysis by making
it more accurate with the discrete-time approach already presented in [190].
Several handoff algorithm studies have exploited these results when applying
more detailed analysis of the handoff problem in cellular networks [121, 125].
The effect of mobile velocity and the handoff adaptation algorithm to velocity
changes are presented in [5]. More advanced channel management policies for
handoffs are presented in [3]. Link transfer issues are addressed in [111]. [122]
summarizes the early research work related to handoff in cellular networks. Other
handoff related topics such as soft handoffs in CDMA cellular networks, handoff
prioritization schemes, handoff for voice and data integration, and the effect of
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traffic/mobility models are treated in [22, 51, 66, 69, 120, 127 - 129, 164, 170].
These topics are outside the scope of this thesis.
Positioning or distance and mobility information based or aided handoff
algorithms have also attracted attention [18, 19, 52, 119, 145, 163, 187, 193]. The
application of these algorithms in indoor areas requires further study, because due
to sever multipath conditions, ranging and positioning in indoor areas is very
inaccurate [113], [114].
Due to the complexity of the handover decision process more advanced
handoff algorithms have intrigued the research community. The applications of
pattern recognition, in general, to handoff decision algorithms for traditional
voice-oriented homogeneous cellular phone networks are studied in [95, 108,
166-169]. The most popular advanced algorithms used for the handoff decision in
traditional cellular phone networks have been neural network and fuzzy logic
algorithms. The application of neural network algorithms to the handoff decision
are treated in [79, 82, 90 100, 147], employing traditional fuzzy and multi-valued
logic algorithms is studied in [21, 26-29, 52, 72-76, 81, 84, 96, 139, 153], and
using predictive fuzzy logic algorithms is examined in [27, 99]. In the next two
subsections we will give more detailed description of some of the most interesting
fuzzy logic and neural network based handoff decision algorithms for cellular
networks.
Fuzzy logic and handoff
Several utilizations of fuzzy logic as a performing algorithm for the handoff
decision process can be found in the literature. Regardless of the way fuzzy logic
is implemented in handoff, it performs pattern recognition one way or another.
The patterns evolve from the surrounding environment of the mobile terminal.
These surroundings consist of the environmental properties (topological and
geographical) as well as the existence of other mobile terminals simultaneously
using the same radio network resources. The handoff decision could benefit from
the fuzzyfication treatment of the handoff input metrics and fuzzy reasoning
thereon. In this section we describe a few alternative methods of applying fuzzy
logic in the handoff decision process.
In [94], [95], [139] and [169] a fuzzy pattern recognition technique was used
for handoff decisions. The advantage of fuzzy set representation in classification
analysis lies in its ability to classify isolated points as well as other types of
uncertainties on the basis of their membership function, without requiring
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specification of cluster parameters such as cluster centers. In the presented
algorithm each cluster represents a base station.
A handoff algorithm referred to as Fuzzy Adaptive Averaging - interval and
Hysteresis - threshold Handoff (FAAH) is introduced in [81]. The algorithm
consists of two fuzzy logic controllers. The first controller takes into account
signal variation and changes the averaging interval accordingly. The second
controller dynamically adapts the hysteresis level to the signal differences
between two stations. FAAH is designed to find a balance between handoff
frequency and averaging delay, and to minimize the chance of a lost connection.
The experimental results demonstrated that FAAH enhances the system handoff
performance over conventional algorithms by about 50%.
In [152] the FLS has been used as an aid for a conventional handoff
algorithm. Fig. 8 shows a block diagram design of the proposed algorithm. This
configuration uses the combination of an absolute and relative RSS based
algorithm and an SIR based algorithm. The RSS based algorithm uses threshold
(RSSthreshold) and hysteresis (RSShysteresis) as parameters, while the SIR based
algorithm has threshold (SIRthreshold) as a parameter. The RSS based parameters
are adapted to the cellular environment. The SIR of the current BS (SIRc), the
traffic difference Trd (the difference in the number of calls in the current and the
neighboring BS) and Mobile Station (MS) velocity are used to adapt the handoff
parameters and FLS is used as an adaptive mechanism.

Fig. 8. Fuzzy logic as a conventional handoff algorithm parameter controller [152].
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A fuzzy logic rule base is created based on the known sensitivity of handoff
algorithm parameters (e.g., RSS threshold and RSS hysteresis) to interference,
traffic, etc. The first four rules of the FLS rule base are shown in Table 1. Each of
the fuzzy input variables is assigned to one of the three fuzzy sets, “High",
“Normal", or “Low" making a total of 27 (33) rules.
Table 1. Fuzzy Logic System Rule Base.
Rule No.

SIRc

TRd

MS Velocity

RSSthreshold

1

High

High

High

High

RSShysteresis
Low

2

High

High

Normal

Normal

Normal

3

High

High

Low

Low

High

4

High

Normal

High

Normal

Normal

:

:

:

:

:

:

Instead of a conventional handoff algorithm parameter controller, fuzzy logic has
also been used for handoff decisions by itself, giving the handoff control signal as
an output. Pure fuzzy logic was used in [52] to obtain the handoff decision in a
GSM system. Observed parameters are the signal strength levels the mobile
station receives from the service cell and the adjacent cell and the distances
between the mobile station and the service cell and the target cell. The proposed
algorithm decreases the number of unnecessary handoffs but still properly keeps
an appropriate number of lost connections by only modifying the Base Station
Controller (BSC). The method can thus utilize the same hardware of mobile
telephone systems that have already been installed.
Yet another fuzzy logic based handoff algorithm was presented in [96] in
which the MH measures the distance to all BSs, the received signal strength from
all BSs, and the bit error rate of the link to the current BS. It uses those values as
input metrics for the fuzzy logic algorithm. The distance measure from the base
station was introduced as a metric for a fuzzy logic algorithm also in [28]. Fuzzy
logic was used in an indoor area handoff process in [74, 75, 76] and for learning
cell boundaries and for softer decision making.
Neural networks and handoff
Neural networks provide other alternative methods that can be considered as
candidates for handoff algorithms [152, 100]. In [152] the neural network is used
to fine-tune the fuzzy logic based handoff algorithm presented in Fig. 8. The same
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authors also suggested using a neural network as a part of a pattern classifier
handoff algorithm. The training process and application of the pattern
classification algorithm was presented in [152]. In [100] the handoff problem in a
seven cell cellular network is solved by using a Hopfield type neural approach. In
this approach every cell has a representative neuron forming a so called winnertake-all neural circuit. The cell neuron indicates whether the corresponding cell is
a suitable candidate for providing service to the subscriber. This type of neural
network is naturally located in the handoff decision centre and is therefore
categorized as a network controlled handoff algorithm.
A general architecture for three layer neural network based pattern
recognition handoff algorithms using abbreviated notation and without any
network dimensions is given in Fig. 16. Authors in [144] have used a three layer
feed-forward neural network to predict cell crossing probabilities for developing a
handoff prediction and enhancement scheme for a wireless cellular data network.
Neural network algorithms for solving a handoff problem in a terrestrial high
altitude platform station (HAPS) cellular system were presented in [147]. The
study compared radial bases function (RBF) and back propagation based
algorithms in a Rayleigh fading radio environment. Handoff rate, blocking and
dropping probabilities were the performance metrics for the comparative analysis.
2.4.2 Handoff in heterogeneous networks
In recent years more emphasis has been put on the integration of different
network technologies, thus providing a user with ubiquitous network access and
at the same time hiding the technology from the user, making the communication
system transparent. Handoff techniques play an important role in switching the
access technology seamlessly without application disruption and maintaining the
required QoS. Thus the handoff procedure for heterogeneous data-oriented
networks has received considerable attention. The handoff is usually performed
between traditional cellular networks and WLANs that often work in an indoor
environment, which makes the problem more challenging. The problem of
handoff and mobility management in heterogeneous data-oriented networks has
been studied in [2, 12, 30, 40, 65, 83, 88, 109, 110, 133, 146, 173, 184-186, 191].
Application of fuzzy logic to the intertechnology heterogeneous handoff is
studied in [9, 25, 41, 53, 89, 91, 92].
The IEEE802.21 standards effort is to define a framework to support
information exchange between a MT and different networks to assist mobility
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decisions, as well as provide a set of functionalities to execute the handoffs
according to those decisions. The framework is intended to provide methods and
procedures to facilitate handoff between different networking technologies by
gathering information from both the MT and the involved communication
networks. The heart of the framework is the Media Independent Handoff Function
that provides abstracted services to higher layers by means of a unified interface.
Several studies on the required handoff related protocols and signalling
procedures have been reported in the literature. A good overview, with the
references therein, of the system architectural aspects of the intertechnology
handoff problem can be found in [115] and [174-184]. Experimental studies of
vertical intertechnology handoffs between two different systems have been
reported several publications. For example in [7] a report is given on the analysis
and experimentation of handoff between GPRS and WLAN. Handoff between
UMTS and WLAN is reported in [11]. Seamless connection switching between
WLAN and Bluetooth is presented in [67].
2.4.3 Handoff in rate adaptive WLAN networks
The modern WLAN networking techniques are based around a set or family of
evolving IEEE802.11 standards. A description of the issues involving WLANs is
given in the literature, [58]. The basic handoff procedure is described in the
IEEE802.11 specification [59] in terms of messages exchanged between the AP
and the MT during the handoff. This is called layer 2 handoff. The
implementation of the algorithm and the handoff criteria are left for the
equipment manufacturers.
The handoff decision criteria used by existing mobility management
technologies that can be applied to WLAN systems can be classified according to
the measurement taken as the handoff algorithm input from the upper (OSI layer
3 or above) or lower (OSI layer 2 or below) layers. Common upper layer
measurements are packet loss and round trip delay. Lower layer measurements
were already described in section 2.1. Regardless of the chosen method, handoff
is causing communication delay that is a cumulative sum of the times that it takes
to tear down and re-establish the connection in every protocol layer described for
instance with the OSI model. In order to choose a correct algorithm with the
correct metrics and the right protocol to support the handoff procedure,
information needs to be collected across layers.
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The demands of increased QoS requirements have resulted in more
challenges for 802.11. Current handoff delays in 802.11 networks average in the
hundreds of milliseconds. This can lead to transmission "hiccups," loss of
connectivity and degradation of connection quality especially for real-time voice
or video applications. The delay that occurs during handoff should not exceed
about 50 ms, the interval that is detectable by the human ear. Fast handoffs are
thus essential for instance for 802.11-based voice and video connection.
The network reconnection latency during intra-subnet handoff is solved by
the existing IEEE802.11F or Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP) [60]. The IAPP
is a recommendation that describes an optional extension to IEEE 802.11 that
provides wireless access-point communications among multi-vendor systems. The
IAPP is designed for enforcing unique association throughout an Extended
Service Set (ESS) and for the secure exchange of a station's security context
between the current AP and the new AP during the handoff period.
The 802.11r working group of the IEEE is drafting a protocol that will
facilitate the deployment of IP-based telephony over 802.11-enabled phones. The
802.11r standard is designed to speed handoffs between access points or cells in a
wireless LAN. A problem with current 802.11 wireless equipments is that a
mobile device cannot know if necessary QoS resources are available at a new
access point until after a transition. Thus, it is not possible to know whether a
transition will lead to satisfactory application performance. 802.11r refines the
transition process of a mobile client as it moves between access points. The
protocol allows a wireless client to establish a security and QoS state at a new
access point before making a transition, which leads to minimal connectivity loss
and application disruption. Several studies, e.g., [8, 80, 140, 141] and the
references therein, addressing the handoff delays in voice based WLAN networks
have been published.
As the use of wireless networks increases, the density of access points may
increase to provide more capacity, which will lead to more frequent handoffs.
Another working group that is involved in developing roaming within WLAN
networks is the 802.11k radio resource management group. 802.11k is intended to
improve the way traffic is distributed within a network. In a wireless LAN, each
device normally connects to the AP that provides the strongest signal. Depending
on the number and geographic locations of the subscribers, this arrangement can
sometimes lead to excessive demand on one AP and the underutilization of others,
resulting in the degradation of overall network performance. In a network
conforming to 802.11k, if the AP having the strongest signal is loaded to its full
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capacity, a wireless device connects to one of the underutilized APs. Even though
the signal may be weaker, the overall throughput is greater because more efficient
use is made of the network resources.
Pattern recognition based handoff decision algorithms have also been studied
for WLAN networks. A study in [13] presented a neural network based context
aware handoff algorithm that used the packet success rate as the link quality
estimator and as an input metric for the algorithm. The algorithm was also
implemented for a wireless LAN testbed. A handoff decision with fuzzy logic in a
WLAN is presented [10].
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3

Handoff decision algorithms

The main contribution of this dissertation is an examination of the effects of
handoff algorithms on the performance of different wireless networks. We have
used traditional and newly proposed pattern recognition algorithms, classified a
variety of wireless networks into three logical classes, and designed a framework
for performance evaluation for different classes of wireless networks by defining
meaningful scenarios and performance measurement criteria for each class of
networks.
The complexity of the handoff decision process has led to the examination of
a number of handoff decision algorithms for wireless networks. In this chapter we
provide an overview of these handoff decision algorithms which include a
number of traditional algorithms commonly used in wireless networks as well as
more advanced newly designed pattern recognition algorithms examined in this
dissertation. The emphasis is on algorithms used in our published work on the
effects of handoff on the performance of a variety of wireless networks. In section
3.1 we classify all the algorithms used in our research for the performance
evaluation of the handoff algorithms into traditional and pattern recognition
algorithms. In Section 3.2 the traditional handoff algorithms are explained.
Traditional algorithms used in early cellular networks took advantage primarily of
the averaged received signal strength values from a set of candidate BSs using
simple intuitive rules to decide on the appropriate time for handoff. We have used
these algorithms in scenarios I, II, and III and our publications reported in [102–
104, 106,107,115,175].
As the number of cells increased and micro-cellular deployment took place,
cells became smaller, and more complex sectored-antennas were employed
resulting in a substantial increase in the number of handoffs, to the extent that
they impacted the overall performance of the network. To recover the
performance loss due to the effects of handoff, more complex techniques for
handoff decision making using pattern recognition techniques such as neural
networks (NN) and fuzzy logic (FL) became popular. Section 3.3 describes the
basic principles of pattern recognition based handoff algorithms followed by a
detailed description of the FL and NN algorithms used for the analysis of the
performance of handoff algorithms in multimedia networks reported in [105, 106,
115, 181, 179]. Section 3.4 introduces three new methods of utilizing pattern
recognition techniques for handoff decisions in traditional cellular and non45

homogeneous wireless network handoff applications. The results of this research
were published in [106, 107] and are further explained in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1

Two classes of handoff decision algorithms

A handoff decision in a wireless network is performed based on the output of the
handoff decision algorithm. We can classify the handoff decision algorithms into
traditional and pattern recognition based methods. A traditional algorithm uses a
received signal strength (RSS) measurement and optionally the threshold,
hysteresis, or dwell timer to make the handoff decision. In pattern recognition
based algorithms, the handoff decision receives off line training to create a
reference database of possible handoff locations in an environment with an
associated handoff “fingerprint” at those locations. Fig. 9 shows an overview of
the handoff algorithms studied in this dissertation. Traditional algorithms use
different combinations of threshold, dwell timer, and hysteresis. The pattern
recognition algorithms utilized in this dissertation use nearest neighbor
classification, neural networks, and the adaptive network fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) [64]. Traditional and neural network algorithms have been studied in the
PhD thesis of Tripathi at Virginia Polytechnic Institute [152] for a micro-cellular
phone scenario. The nearest neighbor classification has been studied in the PhD
thesis of Wong at Stanford University [165] for a micro-cellular phone scenario.
Application of the ANFIS algorithm is first introduced in this dissertation. This
algorithm is a fuzzy logic decision algorithm which is trained similar to a neural
network. In the following sections we provide the details of these algorithms.
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Pattern
recognition
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Adaptive network fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)

Fig. 9. RSS based handoff decision algorithms used in this thesis.

3.2

Traditional handoff decision algorithms

A variety of metrics have been suggested in mobile voice and data networks for
deciding on handoff [78]. However, the RSS measurements from the serving
BS/AP and the neighboring BS/AP are primarily used in most wireless networks
[26, 152, 165]. Several traditional handoff decision algorithms are being
employed or investigated to make the decision for handoff using intuitive rules.
The simplest intuitive approach to decide on handoff is to compare the powers
received from different BSs/APs and select the BS/AP with relatively the
strongest RSS as the point of connection for the terminal. This is the most power
efficient approach, but the major drawback is the fact that the absolute received
power from the serving BS/AP is not taken into account and thus the handoff can
be triggered when the current BS/AP is still being received at a sufficient level
resulting in adequate service, which will produce the maximum number of pingpong effects. As a result, most of the algorithms employ thresholds to compare
the values of the RSS from different BSs/APs and then decide on when to make
the handoff decision. In order to further avoid the ping-pong effect, additional
parameters are employed by the algorithms, such as hysteresis margin and dwell
timers. The benefit of these algorithms is the simplicity of their implementation
and operation, making them very attractive for traditional mobile communication
systems such as GSM, UMTS, WLAN, etc.
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3.2.1 Threshold and hysteresis algorithms
The basic concept behind threshold and hysteresis as used in traditional RSS
based algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 10. In the absence of fast Rayleigh fading
and slower shadow fading fluctuations the RSS algorithms would perform the
handover in the middle point between two BSs/APs with equal transmission
properties, such as transmission powers antenna heights and gains. This point is
denoted by the letter A in Fig. 10. If the RSS threshold level is set above the RSS
from BS/AP1 at the middle point (Threshold1), the second algorithm would
perform the handoff in the exact same location as the pure RSS based algorithm.
If, on the other hand, the threshold is below this RSS level (Threshold2), the
handoff is deferred to the point where the RSS from BS/AP1 is reduced to below
the threshold. This point is denoted by the letter B. The hysteresis margin is also
delaying the handoff instant. The handover location with the hysteresis algorithm
is presented with the letter C in Fig. 10.
BS/AP1

BS/AP2

Threshold 1
h

Threshold 2

A

B

C

Δ

D

Fig. 10. Switching locations of the traditional handoff decision algorithms.

As an example, the basic principles of the handoff decision algorithms utilizing
threshold and hysteresis margin are shown below.
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–

–

–

Relative RSS with threshold: In this algorithm, a threshold level is added to
the measurement of the difference in received signal powers. Handoff is made
if the RSS of a new BS exceeds that of the current one and the signal strength
of the current BS is below a threshold χ (choose BSnew if Pnew > Pold and Pold <
χ). The performance of this method is highly dependent on the chosen
threshold value.
Relative RSS with hysteresis: Handoff is made if the RSS of a new BS is
greater than that of the old BS by a certain value called hysteresis margin H
(Choose BSnew if Pnew > Pold + H).
Relative RSS with threshold and hysteresis: With this method the previous
two algorithms are combined. Handoff is made only if the RSS experienced
by a mobile station from a new BS exceeds that of the current BS by a
hysteresis margin H and if the signal strength of the current BS is below a
threshold χ (choose BSnew if Pnew > Pold + H and Pold < χ). This method is used
for instance in the GSM standard [149].

A flowchart of the traditional handoff decision algorithms using RSS with
threshold and hysteresis is presented in Fig. 11.

Measurements

RSS c<RSS thr

No

Yes

No Handoff

RSS n >RSS c+RSS hyst

No
No Handoff

Yes
Make Handoff

Fig. 11. General structure of traditional handoff algorithms using RSS.
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3.2.2 Dwell timer algorithm
Sometimes a dwell timer is used with the above algorithms to counteract heavy
fluctuation in the RSS. A timer is started the instant the precondition in the
algorithm is true. If the condition continues to be true until the timer expires,
handoff is performed. This way, handoff execution can be coupled into time rather
than the radio propagation environment that is achieved with the use of the
hysteresis margin. This can be beneficial when the handoff execution time is
known to be long as with, e.g., registration and authentication procedures. The
dwell timer can cause delay in the handoff decision that is independent of the RSS
variations and it can be adjusted so that unnecessary and harmful handoffs are
prevented. In Fig. 12, the dwell timer combined with an RSS threshold is presented.
The algorithm first checks whether the RSS value is below a certain threshold level.
When the signal level falls below the threshold, the dwell timer starts counting and
defers handoff initiation. Only if the RSS stays below the threshold value when the
dwell timer reaches zero is the handoff processed. If, however, the RSS value comes
above the threshold value while the dwell timer is counting, the countdown is stopped
and the algorithm starts from the beginning. In this thesis we have employed the
dwell timer in the handoff decision in the overlay-underlay scenario, where the
relative RSS measurement between two networks is not meaningful.
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No
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counting
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RSS>thr

Start

Yes
handoff
complete

No

Yes

Hnaodff logic:
a) No handoff going on
1. RSS > threshold =>
keep measuring
2. RSS < threshold =>
Dwell-timer is not off =>
Start dwell timer, stay connected to
the overlay network and count
dwell-time.
Dwell-timer is off =>
Start handoff process if RSS still <
threshold and go to b), otherwise
do nothing, stay connected to the
overlay network and reset the
dwell-timer.
b) handoff going on
1.RSS> threshold => Keep
executing handoff
2.RSS< threshold => Keep
executing handoff
3. When handoff finished go to a).

Continue

Yes
Fig. 12. Dwell-timer based algorithm used for non-homogeneous networks.

3.3

Pattern recognition algorithms

Repeated measurements of the RSS trace of BSs/APs in different areas have
shown significant correlation with the location of the measurement. Traditional
handoff algorithms do not exploit this constancy of path loss and shadow fading
characteristics around the BS/AP. Handoff algorithms that exploit this information
can produce less unnecessary handoffs and make the handoff decisions closer to the
optimum location and time instant compared to the traditional algorithms discussed in
the previous section. These handoff decision algorithms are referred to as pattern
recognition algorithms.
The basic principle of the pattern recognition algorithms is that the decision
algorithm is trained with measurements of RSS to perform handoff at the
locations where handoff is preferred. The training will provide the algorithm with
specific knowledge about the propagation characteristics of these locations and
the result of the training is stored in a reference database that is used as the basis
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for the handoff decision when new RSS measurements are collected around the
corresponding environment and compared to the reference values. The basic
functionality of the pattern recognition based handoff decision algorithm is
illustrated in Fig. 13.

Training

Reference values

Matching
algorithm

Fig. 13. Handoff decision using pattern recognition.

The reason why pattern recognition is applicable in handover algorithms is the
simple and reasonable assumption that mobile users will travel along the same
paths inside the radio coverage area and the movement follows the topological
structure of the road infrastructure or the architectural structure of an indoor
environment. This results in site or path similar RSS patterns that can be exploited
in handoff decision making by defining a location where handoff execution would
be desirable and letting pattern recognition identify that location. The
implementation of pattern recognition can be realized through multiple methods
and algorithms. Such methods include, for instance, fuzzy logic and neural
networks based computation.
Setting up a complete pattern recognition based handoff decision system
consists of the following tasks:
–

–
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Defining a location where the handoff is needed. The definition of the
location depends on the choice of criteria for what is an optimal or good
enough position for handoff to take place.
Forming a pattern span of the street, corridor, path etc. with the collected
metric samples. The components of the pattern span are metric matrices
associated with the surrounding BSs/APs of, e.g., the street a user is
travelling. These matrices are often referred to as class representatives. One

–

has to remember that the patterns have a direction, i.e., the travelling
direction has to be taken into account when pattern recognition is performed.
The size of the matrix has to be investigated carefully in order to achieve
successful operation of the handoff decision algorithm.
Collecting samples of a chosen metric around the chosen handoff location
used for the training and validation of the pattern recognition algorithm.

After the initial steps, including definition of the handoff location, sample
collection and training, the pattern recognition handoff decision algorithm can be
implemented. A complete pattern recognition based handoff decision algorithm
consists of a measurement of RSS and a classification of the metric according to
the rules defined during the training period. A feature extraction mechanism
arranges the measurements into the form of comparable vectors and a
classification scheme does the actual work of classifying the metric vectors, and
based on the classification, a decision is made on the handoff. In the next section
we describe the classification process based on nearest neighbor classification
3.3.1 Nearest neighbor classification algorithm
Generally, the pattern classification problem is a c class problem in an n
dimensional continuous pattern space. We assume that m real vectors,

x p = (xp1 , xp2 ,K, xpn ) , p = 1, 2,K, m ,

(1)

are given as training patterns from the c classes. In nearest neighbor classification,
all the given training patterns are used as classifiers. When a new pattern

xnew = (x1new , x2new ,…, xnnew )

(2)

is given, xnew is classified by the nearest neighbor training pattern. The Euclidean
distance between the training pattern xp and the new pattern xnew is given by

d (x p , xnew ) =

n

∑(x

pi

− xinew )2 , p = 1,2,K, m .

(3)

i =1

The new pattern is classified by the nearest training pattern xp by finding the
minimum Euclidian distance from the new pattern to all the possible training
patterns. This can be formulated as
d (x pˆ , x new ) = min {d (x p , x new ) | p = 1, 2, K, m} .

(4)
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A pattern recognition handoff decision mechanism based on the nearest
neighbor pattern classification method is depicted in Fig. 14. There are m patterns
associated with four BSs. As the mobile terminal is travelling in the area of
coverage of these four BSs, RSS samples are collected. These collected RSS
vectors are compared to and matched with the pattern template or database. Based
on the closest match for a specific pattern class, the relative location of the mobile
terminal compared with the predefined and preferred handoff location is
determined by the pattern classifier. Depending on this location and the
predefined handoff location, the handoff decision is either positive or negative. A
comprehensive description and further details on utilizing general pattern
recognition and classification in the handover decision can be found in [108],
[165], and [169].
Parallel RSS sample sliding windows
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t+1

BS2
BS3
BS4

Pattern template for
classification
Pattern 1

BS1
t
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Handoff
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BS1
t-1

BS2
BS3
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Fig. 14. Illustration of a handoff decision algorithm based on RSS pattern recognition.
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In the next section we describe how pattern recognition can be utilized with fuzzy
logic and neural network based algorithms. Pattern recognition algorithms based
on neural networks and ANFIS are utilized later on in Chapters 4 and 5 to analyze
the effects of microcellular and intertechnology handoff respectively.
3.3.2 Neural network algorithm
Neural networks consist of a set of computational units (neurons or cells)
connected to each other and a set of one-way data connections between these
units. Each connection between any two neurons has a signed number called a
weight, which shows to what degree an activation that travels along it influences
the receiving neuron. From a computational point of view, neural networks offer
attractive features such as learning by adjusting the weights, robust behavior with
noisy data and inherent parallelism. A neuron with a single R-element input vector
is shown in Fig. 15. Here the individual element inputs xR are multiplied by the
weights wR and the weighted values are fed to the summing junction. A neural
network seldom consists of a single neuron but instead a network of neurons as
the name already implies. This gives the representation for neuron mathematics as
k

υ j = ∑ wij xi ,

(5)

i =1

where wij is the weight of synapse i belonging to neuron j, xi is the input applied
to the ith synapse, k is the number of synapses, and υj is the resulting activation
potential of neuron j which is fed to transfer or activation function f. Output of the
transferfunction is the scalar a. In matrix notation this is simply Wx, the dot
product of the (single row) weight matrix W and the column input vector x. The
output of the single neuron can thus be written as

a = f (Wx + b),

(6)

where b is the bias term which is used to adjusts the output of the neuron.
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Fig. 15. General architecture of a neuron.
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In order to model more complex functions, multiple neurons are interconnected in
parallel in a layer of neurons. In a fully connected network, each of the inputs is
connected to each of the neurons and the corresponding weights are on the
connecting lines. The weight matrix now has rows and is defined as
⎡ w11
⎢w
W = ⎢ 21
⎢ M
⎢
⎣ wL1

w12

w13

w22

w23

M
w2

M
wL 3

L w1K ⎤
L w2 K ⎥⎥
.
O
M ⎥
⎥
L wLK ⎦

It is common for the number of inputs to be different from the number of neurons.
The output of this single layer is given by
⎛ ⎡ w11
⎡ a1 ⎤
⎜⎢
⎢a ⎥
w
a = ⎢ 2 ⎥ = f ⎜ ⎢ 21
⎜⎢ M
⎢M⎥
⎜⎜ ⎢
⎢ ⎥
⎣ aL ⎦
⎝ ⎣ wL1

w12
w22
M
w2

w13
w23
M
wL 3

L w1K ⎤ ⎡ x1 ⎤ ⎡ b1 ⎤ ⎞
⎟
L w2 K ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ x2 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ b2 ⎥⎥ ⎟
+
.
O M ⎥ ⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M ⎥⎟
⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎟
L wLK ⎦ ⎣ xK ⎦ ⎣bL ⎦ ⎟⎠

(7)

We can form a multilayer neural network by interconnecting the several parallel
neuron layers described above. A layer whose output is also the output of the
network is called the output layer, and other intermediate layers are called hidden
layers. For a neural network which has three layers, we can write the output as a
function of the input vector as
a 3 = f 3 ( W3 f 2 ( W 2 f 1 ( W1x + b1 ) + b 2 ) + b3 ) .

(8)

The architecture of a fully connected three layer network is presented in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16. Architecture of a three layer neural network.

Neural networks need input-output training data pairs for network weight
adjustment, i.e., training. Several different training algorithms have been
developed for neural networks and their performance is usually measured by
convergence speed and the need for storage space. The Backpropagation
algorithm is probably the one most commonly used for the neural network weight
tuning process, although it suffers from slow convergence times in practical
systems [23]. The simplest implementation of backpropagation learning updates the
network weights and biases in the direction in which the performance function
decreases most rapidly, the negative of the gradient. One iteration of this algorithm
can be written as
wk +1 = wk − α k g k ,

(9)

where wk is a vector of current weights and biases, α k is the current gradient, and g k is
the current learning rate. After every round of the iterative learning process, the
gradient is calculated and weights are updated until the desired learning goal is met.
As a generic example we can illustrate the training process as seen in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17. Supervised learning in a neural network.

One of the problems that occur during neural network training is called over
fitting. The error on the training set is driven to a very small value, but when new
data is presented to the network the error is large. The network has memorized the
training examples, but it has not learned to generalize to new situations. This
phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 18. Further discussion on the theory of neural
networks can be found, for example, in [48].

Network
training
stopped

Fig. 18. Network training versus testing.

In order to be able to use more complex computational algorithms for a
handoff process in an actual environment, one has to have an idea of how much
processing power is needed to support such algorithms. This necessitates analysis
of the computational requirements of the handoff algorithms based on pattern
recognition. Regardless of whether we are considering the development of
general-purpose or special-purpose chips for neural networks, there are a number
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of major design issues that would have to be considered in the use of this
technology. These affect both the training procedure as well as the online working
mode of a neural network [48]. Sum-of-Products Computation is a functional
requirement common to the operation of all neurons. It involves multiplying each
element of an activation pattern (data vector) by an appropriate weight, and then
summing the weighted inputs, as described in Equation (5). Generally speaking,
neural networks have low-precision requirements. The Data Representation is
algorithm/application dependent. Output Computation is a functional requirement
for the output. The most common form of activation function at the output of a
neuron is a smooth nonlinear function such as the sigmoid function described by
the logarithmic function,

ϕ (υ j ) =

1
1 + exp ( −υ j )

or the hyperbolic tangent,

ϕ (υ j ) = tanh (υ j ) =

1 − exp ( −υ j )

1 + exp ( −υ j )

(10)

.

(11)

Each learning algorithm has computational requirements of its own that
contribute to Learning Complexity. Several popular learning algorithms rely on
the use of local computations for making modifications to the synaptic weights of
a neural network; this is a highly desirable feature from an implementation point
of view. Some other algorithms have additional requirements, such as the
back-propagation of error terms through the network. This imposes an additional
burden on the implementation of the neural network, as in the case of a multilayer
perceptron trained with the back-propagation algorithm. The Weight Storage
requirement refers to the need to store the "old" values of the synaptic weights of
a neural network. The "new" values of the weights are calculated using the
computed changes.
New method of utilizing a neural network algorithm
In this thesis we use the neural network architecture depicted in Fig. 19. In this
figure we use abbreviated notation compared with Fig. 16 to simplify the
presentation. Even though the structure of the neural network follows that of a
typical feed forward neural network, the novelty in the application is in how the
output of the network is formed. The input to the neural network is the received
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signal strength provided by every candidate BS/AP within reception range of the
mobile station. The output of layer 3 is a vector in which each element now
corresponds to the candidate BS/AP. The element that gives the highest value
determines the preferred BS/AP for the mobile station to connect to. A similar
approach was published later in [144], but the output of the neural network was
the cell crossing probability.
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Fig. 19. The neural network utilized for the handoff decision algorithm.

The design and training for the neural network based handoff decision algorithm
can be done as described in Fig. 20. The procedure follows the steps already
presented in section 3.3. First, the collection of training data needs to be made
available by collecting the RSS samples from the desired handoff location. The
structure of the neural network can be chosen to reflect the available data for
training. More training data can result in a more complex and larger network
structure and thus better performance. It has been shown that a multilayer
perceptron with a single hidden layer is sufficient to approximate any continuous
function to some desired accuracy, provided that we use a sufficient number of
neurons [48]. The training method needs to be chosen depending on the
convergence requirements of the training process. Traditional back propagation
algorithms presented earlier are usually too slow for practical systems.
Algorithms that converge faster include, e.g., Quasi-Newton and LevenbergMarquardt algorithms [23]. After the training has been validated through testing,
the algorithm can be implemented into the network. The processing can be done
either in the mobile station or in the BS/AP making this a suitable solution for
both cellular and intertechnology applications.
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Fig. 20. Training process of the handoff algorithm based on NN.

3.3.3 Adaptive network based fuzzy inference system
In this section we discuss the adaptive network based fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) and how it can be utilized for the handoff decision making process. The
ANFIS was first introduced in [64] for nonlinear function modelling and chaotic
time series prediction and later on it has been applied to several other
applications. To discuss the ANFIS we need to have an overview of fuzzy logic,
which is presented in the next section.
Overview of fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic can be used to classify the patterns in the neighbor classification
approach explained above. The main idea behind fuzzy classification is the fuzzy
reasoning used to classify the patterns. For pattern classification the fuzzy rules
used are in the form
IF x is Aj THEN Class Cj with certainty grade CFj,
where x is an n-dimensional pattern vector, Aj is an antecedent fuzzy set defined
in the pattern space and Cj is the consequent class. These fuzzy IF-THEN rules
are generated from the selected training patterns. An important feature for fuzzy
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logic type algorithms is their capability to “recognize” and predict the
surrounding environment through the measured parameters.
Fuzzy logic is capable of handling complex decisions by verbalizing the
operations. The main potential of a fuzzy logic algorithm is, however, not just in
verbalizing since classical algorithms could achieve the same results using several
thresholds and processing the inputs with a series of if-then directives. The main
potential in using fuzzy logic algorithms lies in the possibility of weighting the
decisions with the membership functions. In this way, a very complex decision
based on several metrics can be made with very fine “analog” resolution.
The general structure of a fuzzy logic system (FLS) can be seen in Fig. 21. A
FLS contains four main parts: fuzzyfier, knowledge base, inference engine and
defuzzyfier. The fuzzyfier transforms the crisp input value of an input variable
into fuzzy sets that are used in the fuzzy inference process. The knowledge base
contains the expert information of the system in linguistic form. It comprises of
two components: data base and rule base. The data base holds the information of
the functional representation of the fuzzy sets and the rule base stores the fuzzy
inference if-then rules. The inference engine maps the fuzzyfied input by if-then
reasoning process to the fuzzy output variable, which is then defuzzyfied to form
a crisp output value.

Fig. 21. Fuzzy Logic System [64].

The most widely used and simplest way to perform the fuzzyfication interface is
by applying the singleton fuzzyfier. Singleton fuzzyfication does not need any
operations. In other words, the values of the input variables directly represent the
fuzzy set and values.
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The matching calculation is carried out by going through each rule in the
knowledge base and calculating the intersection point between the singleton fuzzy
set and the fuzzy set of the respective rules. After that, the connective operator to
the valid sets in the antecedent for each rule in the rule base must be applied. The
most often used connective operator is a conjunction AND, in which case the
function applied is t-norm (e.g., the minimum). The universe of the result
membership function (consequent) is discretisized and the mathematical
expression of the implication can be directly incorporated into the code. The
mapping and implication operations are presented in Fig. 22.

IF

THEN
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hi1
hi

hi2
in2

in1
Fig. 22. Implication operation in FLS.

The defuzzyfication performs the aggregation of the individual fuzzy set inferred,
obtaining the final output fuzzy set. The aggregation of the inferred fuzzy set, as
shown above, is easy to implement with an algorithm which goes through all the
points of the discretisization of the inferred fuzzy sets, computing the maximum
or minimum of them. After that, the final thing left to do is the calculation of the
crisp output value from the aggregated fuzzy set. One of the defuzzyfication
methods is known as the Center of Gravity method. The crisp or non-fuzzy value
is calculated using the discretisized values as

∑ x μ (x
j

W =

j

j =1.. N

∑ μ(x

j

)

)
,

(12)

j =1.. N

with N being the number of points of the discretisization and μ(x) the result of the
aggregation of the membership functions.
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The implementation process of a FLS can be divided into two categories. The
first one is based on using hardware technology dedicated to fuzzy logic inference
operations, and the second relies on generic-purpose microprocessors and
implements the FLS via software.
There are several commercial programs on the market that automatically
generate program code for different processor types. A FLS implemented with
software usually produces a lower speed response than those designed using
specific hardware. A FLS implemented with HW can function up to 100–1000
faster than their SW counterparts [17]. However, with software implementation
the design process of the FLS will be more flexible and in small-scale
implementations the speed response is probably adequate.
If a learning or adaptation mechanism is not introduced to the FLS,
information about fuzzy sets, membership functions and inference rules
(knowledge base) must be specified before the system starts to operate. The
information is stored in static memory. In addition, memory is needed for the
storage of inference output results before defuzzyfication and for output
membership discretisization.
Fuzzy sets with associated membership functions can be stored in three
different ways:
A) Using arithmetic presentation of the functions.
B) Storing only a few points of the function and calculating the intermediate
points.
C) Discretisizing the whole function and storing the result in a lookup table.
If only piece-vice linear membership functions (triangular or trapezoidal) are
used, then using B) may be justified because of the achieved simple data structure
for the whole knowledge base. However, for testing purposes and hardware
implementations option A) may be more appealing. If triangular membership
functions are to be used, only three points are needed to describe one function.
Every fuzzy set need to be stored in this kind of vector format, and each vector
will also need an indicator describing which variable and which fuzzy set it
represents. Lookup tables are usually fast but require plenty of storage space.
Further elaboration on the implementation issues of fuzzy logic can be found for
instance in [77].
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From fuzzy logic to ANFIS
The basic structure of the type of fuzzy inference system described thus far is a
model that maps input characteristics to input membership functions, input
membership functions to rules, rules to a set of output characteristics, output
characteristics to output membership functions, and the output membership
function to a single-valued output or a decision associated with the output. The
rule structure is essentially predetermined by the user's interpretation of the
characteristics of the variables in the model. Instead of just looking at the data to
choose the membership function parameters, you choose membership function
parameters automatically by utilizing the ANFIS. In the ANFIS, input-output data
pairs are used to teach the algorithm. The basic idea behind these kinds of neuroadaptive learning techniques is very simple. These techniques provide a method
for the fuzzy modeling procedure to learn information about a data set, in order to
compute the membership function parameters that best allow the associated fuzzy
inference system to track the given input-output data. This learning method works
similarly to that of neural networks. Using a given input-output data set, the
ANFIS algorithm constructs a fuzzy inference system (FIS) whose membership
function parameters are tuned (adjusted) using either a back-propagation
algorithm alone, or in combination with a least squares type of method. The
ANFIS is generated from input-output data pairs using so called fuzzy subtractive
clustering [151]. This is accomplished by extracting a set of fuzzy rules that
model the data behavior. The rule extraction method first uses a determined
number of rules and antecedent membership functions, and then uses linear least
squares estimation to determine each rule’s consequent equations. This procedure
returns an FIS structure that contains a set of fuzzy rules to cover the feature
space defined by the training data. An approach similar to the ANFIS based on
Evolving Fuzzy Neural Networks (EFuNN) is presented in [34]. The EFuNN are
used as a tool for handoff planning and as a terminal movement predictor in
cellular multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) networks. The presentation
however assumes multi-output EFuNN, which is not reported in the literature, and
implementation of the algorithm thus remains unclear.
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Fig. 23. General architecture of the ANFIS.

Utilizing ANFIS for handoff decision
In this thesis we propose a method utilizing the ANFIS for the handoff decision
that follows a similar principle as the neural network based proposal. The
limitation of the ANFIS is the single output value. This restriction can be avoided
by using multi-level output when utilizing the ANFIS for the handoff decision as
described earlier. The handoff decision is made by comparing the ANFIS output
to the predefined threshold levels that refer to the corresponding BS/AP. The
training process is similar to the one seen for the proposed neural network
handoff decision algorithm. The architectural structure of the usage of the ANFIS
for the handoff decision is illustrated in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 24. Handoff decision using the ANFIS.
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The usage of the ANFIS in the handoff decision process for heterogeneous
networks is also presented later in [89]. The difference between the method
suggested in [89] and our way of utilizing the ANFIS for the handoff decision
process is that in our proposal the handoff decision is obtained from the ANFIS
output while in [89] the output of the ANFIS only provides the predicted received
signal level value.
A third new method we propose in this thesis is targeted mainly at
intertechnology applications and it applies either neural network or ANFIS
structures to identify the path that the mobile terminal is travelling, providing
helpful information as the basis of the handoff decision logic in this way. Further
details on this method are given in Section 5.4.
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4

Handoff in traditional cellular phone
networks

In this chapter, we provide a comparative performance evaluation for the handoff
algorithms described in Chapter 3 using the Manhattan microcellular scenario for
real time voice oriented circuit switched communication networks. This scenario
was also used in the PhD dissertations by Tripathi at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
[163] and Wong at Stanford University [177] to compare the performance of
different handoff decision algorithms in a cellular phone network using computer
simulations. We explain the scenario by defining the base station locations, user
mobility patterns and radio channel characteristics. We then use this scenario for
the performance evaluation of traditional and our own neural network and ANFIS
handoff decision algorithms.
The neural network algorithm used in this analysis has a new structure which
is different and simpler than the neural network handoff decision algorithm
examined in the PhD thesis by Tripathi [152]. Application of the ANFIS
algorithm to the handoff decision is first introduced in this dissertation. This
algorithm is a fuzzy logic decision algorithm, which is trained similar to a neural
network. The sensitivity analysis of our neural network algorithms with respect to
tuning parameters was published in [106]. The results of the comparative
performance evaluation have been partially published in [107, 44]. Chapter 3 of
this dissertation provides the details of the traditional and newly designed
algorithms. The performance criteria for comparing the performance of the
algorithms are mean and standard deviation of the number of handoffs and the
bias for the location of the handoffs.
Section 4.1 describes the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario used in the
analysis and section 4.2 presents the statistical channel model for the behavior of
the received signal strength. Section 4.3 presents the performance evaluation
results for traditional handoff algorithms as benchmark values. Section 4.4
describes the results of the performance evaluation for pattern recognition
algorithms and examines the sensitivity of the handoff algorithm to the training
parameters of the proposed neural network and ANFIS structures. The
comparative performance evaluation between traditional and pattern recognition
based algorithms is summarized in section 4.4.
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4.1

Description of microcellular scenario

A widely adopted model for performance analysis of wireless cellular
communication networks is the so called Manhattan scenario, in which the
characteristics of the urban geometry of streets and user mobility are modeled
[152, 177]. This scenario describes the metropolitan area urban canyons, where
base stations are located in the walls of tall buildings, and the coverage area of
each base station is approximately one block of neighboring buildings. For the
performance analysis of handoff algorithms, we can model a part of a Manhattan
type cellular network system with four base stations located in cross sections of
the streets as shown in Fig. 25. In this scenario, a mobile station moves from the
neighborhood of base station BS1 towards another base station BS2 along a direct
path. The length of each block is assumed to be D. The input for the handoff
algorithm is the received signal strength (RSS) from each base station. The output
of the algorithm is a control signal, which is “zero” as long as the MS is
connected to BS1 and “one” whenever the mobile station is connected to BS2. The
RSS level is obtained from a statistical channel model that reflects the spatial
correlations of the behavior of the RSS which depends on the distance, r, between
the mobile station and a BS. We describe this model in the next section 4.2.

BS3

BS1

r

BS2
D

BS4
Fig. 25. Microcellular Manhattan scenario.
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4.2

Statistical model for the behaviour of the RSS

The performance of wireless communication systems is highly dependent on the
mobile radio channel behavior. The radio wave propagates through the
environment via four different mechanisms: transmission, reflection, diffraction,
and scattering. In urban areas transmission, reflections, and diffraction are the
dominant sources of propagation. Deterministic analysis of this behavior is
complex and statistical modeling is the most popular method to represent the
behavior of the channel. Propagation models predicting the average signal
strength and its variability at a given distance from the transmitter are referred to
as path-loss models. Different path-loss models for mobile communications in
urban area areas are available in [112].
In a mobile radio environment, the variations in signal strength can be
attributed to three different phenomena. First, the propagation path-loss caused by
distance attenuation to the radio signal, which is modeled as a function inversely
proportional to the distance rose to an exponential value, referred to as the
distance-power gradient. Secondly, in wireless mobile communication a signal
travels from the transmitter to the receiver over multiple paths caused by
propagation mechanisms. This multipath propagation phenomenon causes fast
fluctuations in the received signal's amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival. This
type of fading is often modeled as a Rayleigh or Rician random variable and is
referred to as multipath fast fading. The third phenomenon is large-scale slow
fading or shadow fading, which represents the average signal power fluctuations
or path loss due to motion over large areas. This phenomenon is affected by
prominent terrain contours (hills, forests, buildings etc.) between the transmitter
and receiver and is usually modeled with a lognormal random variable, referred to
as shadow fading. For mobile radio applications, the channel is time-variant
because motion between the transmitter and receiver results in propagation path
changes. Therefore, the mobile radio roaming over a large area must process
signals that, in addition to path loss associated with distance, experience two
types of fading: small-scale Rayleigh or Rician fading superimposed on largescale log-normal fading [143].
Handoff should only be performed when there is signal level degradation for
a reasonable interval of time. For this reason the fast Rayleigh or Rician fading is
averaged out and can be neglected when modeling the channel for handoff
simulations. As a result, in this work the channel propagation model for the
simulations is only characterized by path loss and shadow fading.
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The propagation and the received power model used for the simulations
characterizes path-loss and shadow fading by [112]
⎧⎪ 20log( r ) + f (r ),

r < rbp

P (r ) = Pt − L0 − ⎨

⎪⎩ 20log( rbp ) + 40log(r / rbp ) + f ( r ), r ≥ rbp

(13)

where Pt is the transmitted power, L0 is the path loss in the first meter, r is the
distance between the transmitter and receiver, and dbp is the break-point distance
defined as
⎛ 4h h
rpb = ⎜ tx rx
⎝ λ

⎞
⎟,
⎠

(14)

where htx and hrx are the heights of the transmitter and receiver antennas,
respectively, and λ is the wavelength of the carrier frequency.
The correlated log-normal shadow fading sample f ( r ) is obtained by using
an exponential autocorrelation function given by

ρ (γ ) = E[ f (r ) f (r + γ )] = 2 exp(-γ / γ 0 ),

(15)

where γ is the distance separating two samples, γ 0 is a parameter that can be
used to specify correlation at a particular distance referred to as the correlation
distance, and a is the standard deviation of the fading process. The correlated lognormal shadow fading sample f ( r ) can now be calculated by

f (r ) = ρ f (r - 1) +

1 − ρ 2 N (0, σ ) ,

(16)

where N (0, σ ) represents a normal random variable with zero mean and standard
deviation σ . In the simulations, a correlation distance of 8.5 m and σ = 8 dB is used
[39].
Fig. 26 shows the RSS from four BSs shown in Fig. 25 using Equation (13).
The RSS from BS1 continually decreases as the mobile moves away from it. The
RSS from BS2 increases as the mobile station gets closer to it. The RSS from BS3
and BS4 first increases until the mobile station is at an equal distance from BS1
and BS2, and after that starts to decrease. The corner effect caused by the non-line
of sight (NLOS) propagation that the mobile station senses from BS3 and BS4 is
calculated by placing an imaginary transmitter at the intersection of the streets
with a transmit power equal to the power received from the LOS BSs at that
point. In the intersection the RSS from all the terminals are close to each another,
making the handoff decision challenging.
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Fig. 26. RSS from Four Base Stations.

4.3

Performance analysis for traditional algorithms

In this section the results of the performance evaluation using the four base
station microcellular scenario described in section 4.1 using the channel model
explained in section 4.2 are given for the traditional handoff decision algorithms.
The results will provide a probability distribution function and the mean and
standard deviation of handoff count and handoff location for the studied
algorithms. Similar results related to the neural network and ANFIS handoff
decision algorithms are described later in sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
Using the statistical model for the behavior of the received signal strength at
the MT it is possible to find the average number of handoffs for very simple
algorithms, for example see [142-145]. However, for more complex handoff
decision algorithms, for more detailed statistical behaviour of the number of
handoffs, or for other handoff decision related performance measures such as bias
in the estimation of the time of handoff, this type of mathematical analysis
becomes very complex and impractical. As a result, in this section we resort to
computer simulations to determine the statistical behaviour of the handoff
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decision algorithms such as the probability density function of the number of
handoffs and bias of the handoff location, similar to [163, 177].
4.3.1 Simulation of the behavior
To obtain the statistical results we assume the MS moves from the neighborhood
of a base station, BS1, towards another base station, BS2, along a direct path. The
length of each block is assumed to be D=250 making the total distance between
BS1 and BS2 equal to 500 m. The distance is split into 120 equally spaced points.
In this way the RSS samples are obtained every 4.17 m. In order to obtain the
performance statistics, a mobile station moving from BS1 to BS2 (see Fig. 25) was
simulated 10000 times with different seeds for the random number generator.
Typical real-time handoff control signals indicating the BS that the MT
should be connected to, for different traditional handoff decision algorithms, are
presented in Fig. 27. The ideal handoff location, when considering radio network
aspects, is in the middle of the two BSs [165]. A handoff exactly in the midpoint
between the two base stations is preferable because in that way traffic load is
shared equally between the base stations. The mobile terminal does not “drag” the
resources provided by one BS in the coverage area of anoter BS. In this way a fair
basis for frequency reuse planning in the cellular network is implemented. If
handoff is performed solely based on the RSS or if some hysteresis value is
added, handoff performance is degraded by ping-pong phenomena or by delaying
the handoff execution, respectively. This phenomenon is also presented in Fig. 27.
The results for a simple relative RSS based algorithm indicate how the mobile
station changes BS eight times before the final ninth handoff to BS2 stabilizes the
situation. The results using relative RSS with a 10dB hysteresis handoff decision
algorithm produces only one handoff, but it occurred after a substantial delay,
during which BS1 is handling the traffic assigned to BS2 during frequency reuse
planning.
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Fig. 27. Ideal handoff control signal, handoff control signal using RSS and handoff
control signal using hysteresis.

Results for the number of handoffs in the form of probability density functions for
the RSS, hysteresis and hysteresis with threshold algorithms are presented in Fig.
28. It can be seen that the results already presented in Fig. 27 are also statistically
valid when the number of test runs is increased. For example, in Fig. 28 we can
see that the probability of having more than four handoffs is greater when the
pure RSS based handoff algorithm is used compared to any other algorithms. In
addition, the other way around, with this type of algorithm it is least probable to
achieve only one handoff when roaming from the coverage area of one BS to that
of another. It can also be noted that the probability of having five handoffs was
reduced by almost 20% when both hysteresis and threshold values were
introduced to the handoff process. The probability of having only one handoff
with this method is about 60% greater than with the RSS algorithm. The reduction
in the handoff probability with both threshold and hysteresis based algorithms
was about 10% compared with the combined version where both of these metrics
were included to improve the handoff algorithm performance. These algorithms
also outperform the RSS based algorithm.
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Fig. 28. Pdf of number of handoffs for strongest RSS, threshold, hysteresis and
hysteresis + threshold handoff decision algorithms.

In Fig. 29 the probability density function of the handoff position is presented.
When handoff was based solely on the RSS, the handoffs start to occur earlier
than with other algorithms. This is very natural behavior and can be explained by
the rapid fluctuation of the received signal and frequent RSS level crossing when
approaching the center point. With the RSS with additional threshold based
handoff algorithm, the point of handoff shifted past the midpoint, indicating that
the chosen threshold value may be too big. However, to prevent the ping-pong
effect the large value is necessary. When hysteresis was introduced to the
algorithm, there were less handoffs occurring and a shift towards the midpoint is
visible. The handoff algorithm with hysteresis causes the handoff to be delayed
the most among all the traditional algorithms, but on average the handoff location
is at the midpoint.
These results show how handoff performance was improved as the algorithm
got more sophisticated, and how the handoff instant was delayed as additional
threshold or hysteresis is added. The results are in line with common knowledge
about these algorithms and validate the simulation model. These results are also
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summarized in numerical form in Table 2 together with the following neural
network and ANFIS algorithms.
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Fig. 29. PDF of handoff bias given that only one handoff occurred for RSS, threshold,
hysteresis and threshold+hysteresis handoff decision algorithms.

4.4

Performance results of the pattern recognition algorithms

The pattern recognition algorithms studied in this thesis are the neural network
and ANFIS algorithms described in Chapter 3. In order to compare the
performance of the pattern recognition based handoff decision algorithms to the
traditional handoff decision algorithms, the Manhattan microcellular handoff
scenario was also used for these pattern recognition algorithms. In this section we
first give a detailed description of the algorithm architectures applicable for the
Manhattan micro-cellular scenario and then the simulation results for these
algorithms are presented.
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4.4.1 Description of the algorithm architectures
Neural network architecture
The architecture of the neural network is depicted in Fig. 30. It consists of three
perceptron layers, and input to the network is constructed from the RSS samples
of all four BSs using a sampling window of length 4, yielding an input vector to
the network of 16 samples. The first two layers have a log-sigmoid type transfer
function and the transfer function of the output layer is linear. The output of the
network consists of four values each marking a single BS. Depending on which of
these four values is the biggest, the algorithm suggests which BS to connect to at
a given time instant. If any two or more values are equal, no transition is
performed and the connection to the old BS is maintained. All the layers are fully
connected, i.e., each element of the input vector is connected to each neuron input
through the weight matrix, and all the outputs from the previous layer are
connected to every input of the current layer.
The weighting factors and bias terms are adjusted in each layer when the
network is going through the training phase. To train the neural network we
needed input-output data pairs that were generated using the channel model
presented in section 4.2. As an output part of the training pairs, a desired handofftriggering signal was used. In this case it was a transient in the midpoint of the
path that the MH was moving along from BS1 to BS2. In order to also include the
possibility for a mobile to turn around the corner, input-output pairs where the
path of the MH would go along the path from BS1 to BS3 or BS4 were introduced
in the training process. The training method used was batch training, in which
weights and biases are only updated after all of the inputs and targets are
presented to the neural network. The training of the neural network was done
using the propagation algorithm.
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Fig. 30. Architecture of the neural network used in the simulations.
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ANFIS architecture
A fuzzy logic based ANFIS can be used as a handoff algorithm for the four base
station microcellular scenario in a fashion similar to the input-output training as
performed with the neural network handoff previously. The ANFIS provides a
method for the fuzzy modeling procedure to learn information about a data set, in
order to compute the membership function parameters that best allow the
associated fuzzy inference system to track the given input-output data. The
learning method works similarly to that of neural networks where the
backpropagation algorithm was used to adjust the neuron weights. Here the same
algorithm now tunes the membership functions of the FLS to match the desired
mapping of the training input-output data pairs.
For the simulations the same procedure as with the neural network was
followed. Input to the ANFIS is constructed from the RSS samples of all the four
BSs using a sampling window of length 4. The main difference between the
neural network and ANFIS algorithms is the size of the output vector. Due to the
fact that the ANFIS is limited to a Sugeno type fuzzy inference system with only
one output, the handoff decision indicator is a multivalue vector where each value
represents a different BS. The structure of the ANFIS based algorithm used in the
simulation consists of three branches corresponding to different paths the mobile
terminal can follow; going straight, turning left and turning right. The fourth
branch, corresponding to moving towards BS1, is omitted for simplification
purposes. The architecture of the ANFIS is presented in Fig. 31.
x

Multi level ANFIS

Rule base
•
•
•

•
•
•

IF

THEN

16

Output
validation
Handoff
decicion

Fig. 31. Architectural structure of the ANFIS used in the simulations.
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4.4.2 Training in pattern recognition algorithms
Since the amount of training has an effect on the performance of the pattern
recognition techniques, we have analyzed the effects of the number of training
runs and the amount of available training samples to the neural network and
ANFIS handoff algorithms in [106] and [107]. These results are presented in this
section.
Effects of number of training runs
To see whether the number of offered training samples and iterative training runs
has any effect on the performance of the tested neural network, simulations for a
variable amount of training data for the pattern recognition algorithms were
performed. The amount of training data varied from 100 samples per BS to 700
samples per BS. The effect of the length of the training period on the number of
handoffs as well as the position of the handoff instant for both neural network and
ANFIS handoff algorithms is shown in Fig. 32 through Fig. 35.
Fig. 32 and Fig. 33 show how the number of handoffs varies when different
amounts of training data are presented to the algorithm during the training period.
One can see that both the mean number as well as the standard deviation of the
number of handoffs is not very dependent on the amount of training for the neural
network handoff algorithm. The mean number of handoffs varies around 1.5
while the standard deviation of the number of handoffs is between 1.27 and 1.35.
The conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that increased training data
has little impact on the performance of the neural network handoff algorithm. As
long as one set of input-output data is provided in the training, satisfactory
performance is achieved and improvements on the performance with further
training are becoming negligible.
The training phase of the ANFIS was studied in the same way as with the
neural network. Fig. 32 and Fig. 33 show how the number of handoffs varies
when different amounts of training data are presented to the algorithm during the
training period. One can see that the mean number of handoffs is far more
dependent on the amount of training data provided. The ANFIS performs better
when more training samples are presented to the algorithm. However, some level
of saturation can also be seen in the results when the amount of training data is
increased beyond a certain level. For instance it can be seen from the figures that
increasing the training iterations beyond 4 does not improve the performance of
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the algorithm much. The standard deviation of the average number of handoffs is
less dependent on the training than it is with the neural network algorithm. The
overall performance in terms of mean number of executed handoffs is inferior to
the ANFIS algorithm. The ANFIS does not learn the characteristics of the handoff
environment to perform satisfactorily when compared with its neural network
counterpart.
Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 show the mean and standard deviation of the handoff bias
from the ideal midpoint in samples taken from the path between BS1 and BS2. As
can be noted, similar conclusions can be drawn from these results as with the
number of handoffs previously. No clear indication of improvement on the
training result can be seen as the amount of training is increased.
Overall, the figures indicate that for this neural network architecture, clear
justification for the needed amount of training data cannot be found. For all of
these results, however, it can be seen that by introducing more data, the
performance of the neural network handoff algorithm is not worsening. Any
benefit from more training data is not self evident for the tested amount of
training samples.
Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 show the mean and standard deviation of the handoff
position in samples taken from the path between BS1 and BS2. From these results
it is not so evident that the algorithm would benefit from increasing the amount of
training data. What is not seen in these figures is the number of incidents where
only one handoff occurred, which is the basis for the calculation of these results
as noted previously. In both of the figures it would seem that the best option
would be as little training as possible, but the optimum result in the exact correct
position only occurred once accidentally. However, if one would look for a
similar threshold value as in the previous case, it cannot be as clearly seen as
before.
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Fig. 32. Mean of the number of handoffs for neural network (dotted line) and ANFIS
(solid line) as a function of the number of training runs.
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Fig. 33. Standard deviation of the number of handoffs for neural network (dotted line)
and ANFIS (solid line) as a function of the number of training runs.
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Fig. 34. Mean of the position of handoffs for neural network (dotted line) and ANFIS
(solid line) as a function of the number of training runs.
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Fig. 35. Standard deviation of the number of handoffs for neural network (dotted line)
and ANFIS (solid line) as a function of the number of training runs.
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Effects of training samples
It is important to verify the effects of training on the performance of the pattern
recognition handoff algorithm based on neural networks. The effect of the amount
of training points on the performance of the neural network handoff algorithm is
presented in [106]. In this work we concentrate only on the neural network
training as the performance of that algorithm was superior to that of the ANFIS
algorithm.
In order to test the effect of the amount of training data on the performance of
the neural network handoff algorithm, the distance between the BSs is split into
20, 80 or 120 points corresponding to the measurement locations of the RSS
values for different MH velocities at a fixed sampling frequency in time. These
measured RSS samples from all the BSs along the path of the MH serve as the
training data fed to the neural network as it is trained to perform the handoff
exactly at the midpoint between BS1 and BS2. The possibility for MH to turn
towards BS3 or BS4 was also taken into account in the training phase but the
testing was done only with the movement from BS1 to BS2.
Fig. 36 shows how using 80 samples for neural network training gives the
overall best performance, giving the smallest number of handoffs on all the test
cases. Using the same amount of RSS samples for testing, the average number of
handoffs is approximately 1.1, and with 200 test points on the path between BS1
and BS2, the number of handoffs is around 2.3. With 20 and 40 test points, the
algorithm reaches the ideal one handoff from BS1 to BS2. The results indicate that
the neural network handoff algorithm outperforms the traditional algorithms in
the average number of executed handoffs as long as enough training data is
provided.
It is noticeable how 20 samples were insufficient for the training, giving only
one optimum handoff when the algorithm was tested with the same number of
RSS samples as in the training of the neural network. In addition, it can be seen
that the performance with 20 samples in the training leads to an algorithm that is
inferior to the other two for all RSS testing values. The average number of
handoffs during the transition of the mobile terminal from BS1 to BS2 increased to
a maximum of 4.6 as the amount of testing data was increased to 200. 120
training points gave results similar to those of 80 training points, deviating, oddly
enough, only with high amounts of testing data. Fig. 37 presents statistics for the
occurrence of only one handoff while the mobile was moving from BS1 to BS2.
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The figure presents the statistics for different training cases as a function of the
number of testing samples.
The results were similar to those seen with the average number of handoffs
presented in Fig. 36. The 20 sample training again gave the worst results, with the
80 sample training outperforming the other two training cases. Fig. 38 presents
the location bias of the handoff from the preferred centre point for all the
previously defined cases. The bias is measured in samples from the centre point,
and if one wants to find out the distances in meters, a sample distance needs to be
calculated first. This however is not necessary for comparison purposes. The
results again show how 20 training points is not enough to cope with the changing
conditions. Here, however, it seems that more training samples will help in
reaching the optimum handoff location, even though the performance with 80 and
120 training sample cases is relatively close to one another.
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Fig. 36. Average number of handoffs as a function of testing samples with 20, 80 and
120 training samples.
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Fig. 37. Probability of only one handoff is occurring.
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Fig. 38. Average bias of the handoff location from the preferred centre point.
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4.4.3 Comparative performance evaluation
Validation of the pattern recognition algorithms based on a neural network and the
ANFIS for the four-BS Manhattan microcellular scenario was performed in a
similar fashion to the traditional handoff decision algorithms; 10000 simulation
runs were performed letting the neural network and the ANFIS make the decision
on the handoff position(s). The comparative results for the neural network and
ANFIS handoff algorithms and the traditional ones are presented in Table 2.
The table presents the means and standard deviations of the number of
handoffs and bias from the centre point for all the studied algorithms. The
location bias from the centre point, indicating the ideal handoff location, is
calculated from the cases where handoff was executed only once during the
simulation run for each algorithm. As can be seen, there are no such cases for the
power based algorithms.
From the figures we can conclude that the pattern recognition handoff
decision algorithms outperformed the traditional algorithms. The best
performance was obtained with the neural network algorithm. The mean number
of handoffs and the standard deviation of the handoff location are both at a
minimum compared to any other algorithm. The only drawback seen with the
neural network is that the algorithm tends to perform premature handoffs. This
problem, however, could be solved by changing the training in such a way that
the delay is compensated for. The performance of the ANFIS algorithm is
comparable to the hysteresis with threshold algorithm in terms of the mean
number of handoffs executed. However, the delay that the ANFIS creates is less
than that of the hysteresis based algorithms.
Table 2. Mean and Standard deviation of the number of handoffs and handoff position
in samples.
RSS

Threshold

Hysteresis

Hysteresis +

Neural

based

based

based

Threshold

network

ANFIS

Mean handoff count

6.7

4.0

3.0

2.4

1.1

Std count

2.3

2.0

1.4

1.3

0.3

2.9
1.6

Center bias

-

4.2

2.2

3.5

-3.0

1.1

Std. of bias

-

3.4

2.3

3.1

0.7

1.1
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4.5

Chapter summary

Comparative performance analysis of traditional and pattern recognition based
handoff decision algorithms in a traditional cellular network was studied in this
chapter. The traditional algorithms investigated were the relative RSS, threshold,
hysteresis, and hysteresis with threshold algorithms. The pattern recognition
algorithms utilized were based on a neural network and ANFIS implementations.
The comparative measures of performance used for grading the algorithms were
the mean and the standard deviation of the number of handoffs, and the bias and
the standard deviation of the bias from the ideal centre point between two BSs.
The effect of training on the performance of the neural network and ANFIS
handoff decision algorithms was also studied in this chapter.
Through extensive computer simulations it was shown that the proposed
neural network handoff decision algorithm produced the minimum amount of
handoffs approaching the optimum one handoff in the center point. The standard
deviation of the handoff count was also the lowest of all the studied algorithms.
The handoff location also deviated very little compared to the other algorithms,
despite the fact that the execution of the handoff was premature with respect to
the ideal center point between two BSs. The performance of the ANFIS algorithm
was slightly worse than the hysteresis with threshold algorithm in terms of the
mean number of handoffs but the location of the handoff was best matched to the
centre point. The neural network handoff decision algorithm was less sensitive to
the amount of available training data compared to the ANFIS algorithm. Both of
these pattern recognition algorithms suffered when enough training data was not
available, but at the same time excessive training did not drastically improve their
performance.
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5

Handoff in heterogeneous wireless data
networks

In this chapter the effects of handoff decision algorithms on the performance in a
heterogeneous network is presented. A moving-in–moving-out scenario is
introduced for vertical handoff in hybrid wireless networks to characterize
intertechnology roaming between two networks with substantially different data
rates. This creates an overlay-underlay situation in which the MT has a preference
to connect to the overlay network to access a substantially higher data rate. As a
result, the algorithms for moving out and coming in the overlay network would be
different. Since we prefer the overlay network, we should connect to that network
regardless of any threshold for the received signal from the underlay network, and
comparative performance evaluation should be done only in the transition region
in which the handoff takes place between the two networks.
The chapter begins with a description of the moving-in-moving-out handoff
scenario used for the performance evaluation of handoff algorithms in section 5.1.
In section 5.2 using mathematical analysis for the calculation of the average
throughput of traditional algorithms in the transition region, we show that for high
ratios of data rates between the overlay and underlay networks, the ideal moment
for handoff is at the end of the transition region. This analysis is based on the
results published in [175]. In section 5.3 we use computer simulations to
determine the performance of our newly designed neural network and ANFIS
handoff decision algorithms. The performance criteria are the number of handoffs
and bias of the location of handoff with respect to the end of the transition region.
The results of this part of the research were presented in [105, 107]. Section 5.4
provides results for pattern recognition handoff algorithms based on experimental
work with a WLAN testbed [181].
5.1

Moving-in moving-out scenario

The moving-in–moving-out scenario introduced in this section is used for the
analysis of roaming between two networks with substantially different data rates.
This handoff scenario is depicted in Fig. 39, in which the data services of
underlay cellular networks are augmented by a high-data rate overlay service such
as a WLAN in a dynamic and seamless manner. As shown in the figure, the lower
speed underlay network covers the entire area while the higher speed overlay
network only covers a small hot spot in the middle of the area of the coverage of
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the underlay network. Between the area of full coverage of the overlay network
and the remaining coverage area of the underlay network there is a transition
region for which the overlay network has partial coverage due to the shadow
fading characteristics of the radio channel. Since the algorithms and performance
in this scenario are not symmetric, this scenario can be further divided into two
separate cases:
1.
2.

Moving-in: from underlay cellular network (e.g., GPRS or UMTS) to overlay
network (e.g., WLAN or WiMAX)
Moving-out: from overlay network to underlay network

Internet backbone

Correspondent
server
1

Underlay network

Overlay network
2

Fig. 39. Scenarios for Inter-technology handoff.

For the design of a handoff decision algorithm, this scenario provides a
completely different environment than the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario
described in Chapter 4. In the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario, the handoff
decision algorithm has no specific preference to connect to a wireless point of
connection because all points of connections provide the same service. Therefore,
the handoff decision is made by processing the vector of received signal strengths
from all base stations. In the moving-in moving-out scenario, the MT has a
preference to connect to the overlay network, and the decision is made based on
the received signal strength from the overlay network wireless point of
connection only. In the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario, the ideal location for
handoff is the midpoint between the wireless points of connections. In the
moving-in moving-out scenario, we do not know the ideal location for the
handoff. In the next section we use mathematical analysis to show the relationship
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between the optimum location for handoff and different parameters of the two
networks.
5.2

Throughput analysis for the traditional handoff algorithms

In homogeneous networks, pure power based handoff generates a lot of
unnecessary handoffs back and forth between wireless points of connection. In
heterogeneous network access, some amount of ping-pong can be tolerated in
favor of maximizing the overall mean throughput. As noted in the previous
section, the effective data rates in overlapping radio cells can be noticeably
different. Therefore it may be beneficial to try to utilize this difference in data
rates already in the transition region, thus maximizing the benefits of making a
vertical handoff.
For analysis purposes, we consider two simple handoff algorithms described
in Chapter 3; one based only on received signal strength and one based on a dwell
timer with received signal strength. The performance of these algorithms is
analyzed in the transition regions of moving out scenarios. The objective in this
analysis is to determine what factors are important during the handoff and how
they influence the handoff decision. This analysis is a combination of the
presentations published in [43, 115, 175].
5.2.1 Throughput in transition region
In the inter-technology networking handoff scenario the data service of cellular
networks is augmented by high-data rate WLAN services in a dynamic and
seamless manner. For these non-homogeneous networks, we consider the
intertechnology move away scenario with one BS and one AP as described in
section 5.1 and shown in Fig. 40. In the move away scenario, the MH starts to
move from the location of the inner lay network AP, where high speed data
services are available, towards the border of the coverage area of the cell. The
mobile terminal transceiver has a receiver sensitivity threshold level which
determines how weak a signal the terminal is capable of receiving without errors.
After the time instant when the received signal level falls below the threshold, the
terminal has to make a decision on switching to the lower data rate overlay
network.
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To characterize the transition region, we define the following quantities:
Tt: Region where the power falls below the threshold χ for the first time
and falls below it for good.
T1: Each contiguous stretch of time where P > χ within Tt
T2: Each contiguous stretch of time where P < χ within Tt
N: Number of times P crosses the value of χ
Δ : Handoff completion time
TH: Hysteresis time (time for which the received power is observed before
making a handoff).
R1: Data rate (or bandwidth) available over the air with overlay network.
R2: Effective data rate available over the air with underlay network.

Data Rate R1

GPRS (BS) 2

)
AP (BS1)

Data Rate R2
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Defn: The Transition region TRis the
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Fig. 40. Transition region description for the intertechnology move away scenario.
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A throughput analysis will lead us to the following formulization [43], if we
assume that a handoff is performed without hysteresis and immediately upon
detecting a change in the power situation. We observe that the first crossing is
downwards (i.e., P falls below χ). The last crossing is upwards (i.e., P rises above
χ). In between, each even crossing is upwards and each odd crossing is
downwards. There are exactly N/2 regions associated with T1, and N/2 regions
associated with T2. If N is known and so are the values of T1 and T2, the
throughput will simply be:
⎛ N /2
⎞
⎛ N /2
⎞
R2 ⎜ ∑ T2(i ) − N Δ / 2 ⎟ + R1 ⎜ ∑ T1( j ) − N Δ / 2 ⎟
⎝ i =1
⎠
⎝ j =1
⎠,
s=
Tt

(17)

where
N /2

∑T

2( i )

T2(tot ) =

i =1

Tt

(18)

is a random variable denoting the total normalized time within the transition
region where P < χ,
N /2

∑T

1( i )

T1(tot ) =

i =1

Tt

(19)

is a random variable denoting the total normalized time within the transition
region where P > χ and
TN = N Δ / Tt

(20)

is a random variable denoting the total normalized time spent in handoff activity.
With these definitions, we can write the average throughput as

s = R2 (T2(tot ) − TN / 2) + R1 (T1(tot ) − TN / 2) .

(21)

As was shown in [43], we can run Monte Carlo simulations of the radio channel
and determine the statistics of the random variables defined above. Once we
obtain these, we can use the simulated statistics in the above equations to
determine the throughput for different data rates R1 and R2. Numerical results
presented in [43] indicate that with a high ratio of data rates R1 and R2 and long
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handoff execution times, it is beneficial to perform only one handoff at the edge
of the transition region.
When the dwell-timer handoff decision algorithm described in section 3 is
used for handoff, the normalized throughput over the transition region Tt can be
formulated as
Ni

si =

Ri ∑ Ti − TD (i ) − Δ i
i =1

Tt

,

(22)

where TD(i) is the dwell time for network i, Ni is the number of timeslots of length
Ti within network i in the transition region, and Δi is the handoff completion time
in network i. The total throughput during the transition region is
I

stot = ∑ si ,

(23)

i =1

where I denotes the total number of visited systems in the transition region. Mean
throughput for the dwell-timer algorithm in transition (normalized over the
transition time TT) can be calculated for the two network overlay underlay case as
⎡ Ni ⎛ T − Δ ⎞ ⎤
⎡ N j ⎛ T − (Δ + T ) ⎞ ⎤
D
1( i )
1
2( j )
2
⎥
⎢
sT = R1 ⎢ ∑ ⎜⎜
R
+
⎟
⎟⎥ ,
2 ∑⎜
⎜
⎥
⎥
T
⎢ i =1 ⎝ TT
⎢
j =1 ⎝
T
⎠
⎠
⎣
⎣
⎦
⎦

(24)

where Ni and Nj are the number of timeslots of length Ti and Tj respectively within
the networks i (overlay) and j (underlay) in the transition region.
Our focus is on analyzing the mean throughput that a single user receives in
the transition areas. We are interested in gain obtained by a choice of handoff
decision algorithm in the throughput in transition regions of the moving-in and
the moving-out scenarios. Calculating the mean throughput in the transition
region relates to the core handoff algorithms that were illustrated in chapter 3.
The dwell-timer Td is used only against underlay networking, to persist in an
overlay network (i.e., in the higher data rate system). Throughput is calculated
only when timeslot Ti is greater than Δ1 (handoff delay in performing handoff
from underlay to overlay network) and when Tj is greater than the sum of Δ2
(handoff delay in performing handoff from overlay to underlay) and the dwelltimer TD.
We define gain in throughput as the amount of gained mean throughput while
in the transition region when making vertical handoff to a hotspot, in comparison
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to what would have been obtained during that time period staying in the lower
data rate system. We define the factor G as the difference between throughputs in
the overlay system versus what could have been obtained from the lower data rate
system. Thus, the average gain can be calculated as

GT = sT − R2TT .

(25)

Statistical probability P(G>1) can be a useful parameter for network operators or
the mobile terminal to monitor in some specific cases, in particular in areas where
multiple overlapping heterogeneous radio networks exist with nomadic users
having a terminal equipped with multiple radio network interfaces. A mobile user
can then choose the most profitable vertical handoff, e.g., from networks i+1 and
i+2, by making this selection with regard to Max{G, I} [115]. The evaluation of
vertical handoff profitability returns to the corresponding durations Ti and Ti+1 as
identified in the derived rules for optimizing the throughput. Handoff from
network i to i+1 is profitable only if

Ti >

TD (i ) + Δ (i )
1 − Ωi

,

(26)

where

Ωi =

si
.
si +1

(27)

Handoff back from network i+1 to i is profitable only if

Ti+1 >

TD (i+1) + Δ (i+1)
1 − Ωi

−1

.

(28)

Thus, in addition to the gain factor G and the related statistical probability, one
can also monitor these durations Ti and Ti+1 and the related statistical
probabilities. While this may not be a practical solution for handoff algorithm
implementation, it may bring more information for algorithm developers for finetuning their algorithms or finding adaptive solutions.
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Performance in moving-in scenario
As a numerical example, we compare the difference in gain in throughput for
dwell-timer and power based handoff algorithms to find out their sensitivity to the
handoff delay in the moving out scenario. Performance is measured as mean
throughput during moving-in transition in proportion to the ratio of the effective
data rates. The dwell-timer is used only when making a vertical handoff from
WLAN to cellular to persist in the higher effective data rate system.
Results for handoff algorithm sensitivity to the handoff delay and the velocity
of the mobile terminal in the moving-in scenario are shown in Figures 7 and 8. It
is assumed that in the moving-in scenario the dwell-time is no longer than the
total sojourn time in the hot spot. Fig. 41 shows how an increase in the dwelltimer is affecting the throughput in comparison with the power based handoff
algorithm where the handoff decision is based solely on the received signal power
level and the predefined threshold value. The mobile terminal velocity is a
constant 5 m/s. The ratio of the effective data rates is 5 corresponding to, e.g.,
UMTS-WLAN roaming. The figures show five different cases where handoff
delay is varied from 100ms up to 4s. The zero dwell-timer is equal to the power
based case but it is not shown in the figures due to the logarithmic scale chosen
for the dwell-time axis.
The results show that it is not beneficial to increase the dwell-time beyond a
certain point with small velocities, as it affects the throughput in the defined
transition region. This is the case with both small and large handoff delays and it
is more severe with the small delays. This can be explained by the fact that a long
dwell-time excludes data from the slower network, assuming that only one NIC
receives data during the transition at a time. When the ratio of the effective data
rates is low (5 or less), the use of a longish dwell-timer blocks data that could
have been received from the cellular data interface. Increasing the velocity makes
the transition region shorter (it is traversed in a shorter period of time), which
directly decreases the number of collected time samples within the transition
region and thus results in lower mean throughput in the transition region. Clearly,
the use of a dwell-timer has limited value in such conditions, and the maximum
value of the dwell-time is around 200-300 ms. The fact that the ratio of the
effective data rates is quite low, indicating that the difference between the
effective data dates of the overlapping systems is not considerable, naturally
lessens the potential of using the dwell-timer in the scenario used, in comparison
to a simple power (RSS threshold) based handoff algorithm. In fact, with high
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handoff delay (more than 1 s), the added value of using a dwell-timer becomes
negligible. Only in the case of a higher than pedestrian velocity and with low
vertical handoff delay does the dwell-timer provide a small additional gain in
mean throughput. When the ratio of the effective data rates is low, the use of the
dwell-timer has little or no value. It can even decrease the mean throughput and
cause unwanted disruption in the data traffic. Thus in practice the value of the
dwell-timer should be kept at a minimum, yet aiming at a gain in mean
throughput to the extent that it is possible, taking into consideration the
application requirements for parameters such as maximum allowed delay and
number of retransmitted packets.

Fig. 41. Comparison of the power and dwell-timer based handoff algorithms in the
moving-in scenario with different handoff delay values (100 ms … 4 s). Ω = 5 and
mobile velocity of 5 m/s.

Fig. 42 presents throughput performance comparisons when the ratio of the data
rates is 20, corresponding to, e.g., GPRS-WLAN roaming. It can be immediately
noticed that the dwell-timer is now very effective, especially with low handoff
latencies and higher mobile velocity. This can be explained with the increased
difference in the effective data rates. It is no longer beneficial to visit lower speed
networks due to the penalty in time that performing the handoff incurs. A higher
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velocity translates into a shorter transition region in time, resulting in fewer RSS
samples with a static sampling rate. A higher mobile speed increases the
importance of collecting all possible RSS samples during the transition, thus
making a difference in comparison to the power (RSS threshold) based handoff
algorithm. Increasing the dwell-timer without a limit is not reasonable for a real
application, and the dwell-timer must naturally have a finite value. In our
simulation model, the maximum value can be increased to very high values. This
simply indicates that the mobile terminal is persisting in the overlay network from
the first RSS sample it can access. Maximum gain in mean throughput is reached
with a dwell-timer value of around 1 s. As a numerical example, in Fig. 42 we see
that when the MN velocity is 5 m/s, the ratio of the effective data rates is 20, and
the vertical handoff delay is 100 ms, gain in mean throughput with a 1 s dwelltimer is more than 10 % (125 kB/s Æ 144 kB/s) over the power based algorithm.

Fig. 42. Comparison of the RSS and dwell-timer based handoff algorithms in the
moving-in scenario with different handoff delay values (100 ms … 4 s). Ω = 20 and
mobile velocity of 5 m/s.
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One can note a clear difference between the results presented in Fig. 41 and Fig.
42, indicating a trend for the benefits of using a dwell-timer when the ratio of the
effective data rates is high. The overlaying hotspot provides a theoretical data rate
higher than 1 Mbps at the edge of the hotspot cell.
In general, the dwell-timer based handoff algorithm seems to be less sensitive to
an increase in velocity than it is to an increase in handoff delay. In other words,
the increase in handoff delay seems to lessen the potential of using a dwell-timer
in the moving-in scenario. The increase in velocity seems to increase the potential
of getting more gain in mean throughput by using a dwell-timer in the moving-in
transition, compared with the power (RSS threshold) based handoff algorithm.
Performance in moving-out scenario
Results for handoff algorithm sensitivity to the handoff delay and the velocity of
the mobile terminal in the moving-out scenario are shown in Fig. 43 and Fig. 44.
Similarly to the moving-in scenario, a dwell-timer is used only when making a
vertical handoff from WLAN to cellular. While in the moving-in scenario the
transition region ends after the handoff to WLAN is executed for the last time and
handoff delay Δ has past, in moving-out one must consider when the dwell-timer
ends. In the moving-in scenario, the dwell-timer ends when the MN sojourns in
the WLAN cell, so it does not matter if it is longer than the transition region. But,
in the moving-out scenario, the dwell-timer extends beyond the transition region.
We refer to this phenomenon as the post transition effect. Results in Fig. 43 and
Fig. 44 clearly illustrate how the increased dwell-timer suddenly decreases mean
throughput in the moving-out transition region.
The behaviour of the dwell-timer curves is very consistent with all values of
handoff delay. The zero dwell-timer is again equal to the power based case but it
is not shown in the figures due to the logarithmic scale chosen. Fig. 44 shows
results for the ratio of data rates equal to 20 (e.g. GPRS-WLAN). As in the
moving-in scenario, the dwell-timer handoff algorithm provides better
performance (i.e., gain in mean throughput) when the ratio of the effective data
rates is higher. In Fig. 44 we see in the case where the velocity is 5 m/s, the ratio
of the effective data rates is 20, and the handoff delay is 1 s, a 200 ms dwell-time
gives optimal performance measured in mean throughput. Gain in throughput is
more than 10 % (67 kB/s Æ 79 kB/s) over the power based algorithm.
Interestingly, in the moving-out scenario the dwell-timer handoff algorithm
increases the gain in mean throughput in the transition region when the handoff
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delay increases, compared to the RSS based algorithm. These results indicate that
the moving-in and the moving-out scenarios are not equivalent. Indeed, the dwelltimer handoff algorithm seems to be less sensitive to an increase in the handoff
delay in the moving-out scenario than in the moving-in scenario. In addition, the
dwell-timer value that gives the maximum gain in throughput is noticeably
different. In the moving-in scenario the maximum gain was reached with a quite
long dwell-time of around 1 s, whereas in the moving-out scenario the maximum
gain was reached with a very small dwell-timer value close to our simulation
model sampling rate 100 ms. These results indicate that in the moving-out
scenario, staying too long in the hotspot and thus prolonging the transition region
quickly turns against itself due to the post transition effect.

Fig. 43. Comparison of the RSS and dwell-timer based handoff algorithms in the
moving-out scenario with different handoff delay values (100 ms … 4 s). Ω = 5 and
mobile velocity of 5 m/s.
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Fig. 44. Comparison of the RSS and dwell-timer based handoff algorithms in the
moving-out scenario with different handoff delay values (100 ms … 4 s). Ω = 20 and
mobile velocity of 5 m/s.

5.3

Performance of pattern recognition algorithms

In this section we explore the performance of neural network and ANFIS pattern
recognition handoff algorithms in the moving out intertechnology scenario
described in section 5.1. The ability of neural network and ANFIS algorithms to
learn the transition region is analyzed and comparison to the performance of
traditional handoff algorithms is presented. The results of the presented analysis
have been published in [107].
5.3.1 Description of the algorithms
To evaluate and compare the effects of the pattern recognition handoff algorithms
on the performance of the intertechnology move away scenario, we have used
similar algorithms to those studied in Chapter 4. We can observe a simplification
of the structure of the handoff decision algorithm used for intertechnology
handoff if we compare it to the algorithm structure used for the microcellular
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scenario. Due to the fact that we now have only two wireless points of connection
for which we have to make the decision of which one to connect to, we can
reduce the three output branches of the neural network or ANFIS structures. The
architectural structure of the neural network is depicted in Fig. 45. The output
consists of one value corresponding to the preferred network at a time instant. A
value of 1 corresponds to the overlay network and 0 corresponds to the underlay
network. Otherwise the structure is similar to the four BS scenario presented in
Chapter 4. We train the network by several simulated RSS values and desired
handoff locations. According to the analysis presented in 5.2.1 we choose the
desired handoff location to be the edge of the transition region and the underlay
network.

LW{2,1

Σ

4

LW{3,2

Σ

b{1}

Σ

b{2}

64

Selection

LW{1,1

b{3}

64

1

Fig. 45. Structure of the neural network used for the intertechnology move away
scenario.

The structure of the ANFIS algorithm is shown in Fig. 46. The changes made to
the algorithm structure follow a similar path that was taken when the neural
network handoff decision algorithm was adapted to the heterogeneous
intertechnology networking moving-out scenario. The algorithm output with two
levels corresponds to the preferred network in a similar fashion with the neural
network algorithm. The training is done with the same input-output data pairs
used for neural network training.
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Fig. 46. Structure of the ANFIS used for the intertechnology move away scenario.

5.3.2 Comparative performance evaluation
The channel model for the simulation is the same as the one used in the previous
microcellular scenario described in section 4.2. A typical simulated move-away
RSS trace is presented in Fig. 47. The traditional handoff algorithms were
evaluated for the move-away scenario in a similar fashion as with the cellular
scenario in the Matlab simulation environment. The move-away path was divided
into 2000 RSS samples. 1000 simulation runs with different seeds were
performed from which the mean and standard deviation of the number of handoffs
and the handoff position was calculated for each of the studied algorithm. For the
neural network and ANFIS algorithms, 2000 input-output data sample pairs were
generated in which the output part of the training pair was chosen to be the
transient from zero to one on the sample point where the RSS goes below the
threshold value of -85dBm for the last time. This point determines the end of the
transition region. The mean and standard deviation of the number of handoffs and
the handoff position were again calculated.
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Fig. 47. Simulated RSS trace of the move away scenario.

For the move-away simulation scenario, both the neural network and ANFIS
algorithms were constructed so that a windowed RSS sample vector of length 4
was fed as an input to the algorithms. Both of these networks were otherwise built
using the same methodology and network dimensions used for the four-base
station microcellular simulation scenario in Chapter 4.
The obtained simulation results are presented in Table 3. The results reveal
that the neural network or ANFIS algorithms do not improve the performance of
the handoff over traditional algorithms. The neural network configuration does
not learn the behavior of the simulated move away scenario at all, and the results
obtained from the algorithm do not make much sense. The ANFIS learns the radio
behavior of the move away scenario but the number of executed handoffs is
bigger than that of the hysteresis based algorithm. The position of the handoff
instant seems to be much better than that of the hysteresis algorithm but when we
look at the number of single handoffs we see that with the hysteresis algorithm it
is over five times bigger than the corresponding figure of the ANFIS. Those eight
cases that yielded one handoff with the ANFIS also gave the same results for the
hysteresis algorithm. The hysteresis algorithm suffers from big delays, but the
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number of handoffs is much smaller than any other investigated algorithm gave
for the move away scenario.
Table 3. Simulation results of the move away scenario.
RSS

Hysteresis of 10dB

Neural network

ANFIS

Mean handoff count

18.2

2.7

200.3

10.9

Standard deviation of

11.7

1.8

24.1

6.6

-

226.5

-

-1.5

-

184.5

-

1.8

0

42

0

8

handoff count
Bias from the correct
position
Standard deviation of the
bias
1 handoff cases [%]

5.4

Experimental results

Our analysis in this thesis is based on three scenarios and a simulation
environment. In order to validate the results of our analysis and simulation
platform we needed empirical data and a test environment that provided us with a
real radio environment commonly used to describe our scenarios. In scenario I for
micro-cellular environments, handoff decisions are made by the network and we
needed access to the BS and the cellular network to program our algorithms and
test the mobile by driving around the streets of a city. This was a complex and
challenging task because service providers are reluctant to allow access to their
network. For the intertechnology handoff of scenario II, handoff decisions are
made by the terminal and we can define a simpler test bed in an indoor area
covered with WLANs. The test bed described in this section was used to collect
RSS samples from access points of a WLAN deployment used for the input of the
handoff algorithms.
In the previous chapter it was seen that more sophisticated handoff algorithms
outperform traditional ones when applied to the conventional four BS
microcellular scenario. The previous section, however, illustrated how the use of
these neural network and fuzzy logic based algorithms did not however prove to
be of much assistance when they were used in the simulated move away scenario.
In this chapter results of preliminary experimental work done with a WLAN test
bed are presented. The possibility of an alternative method of incorporating neural
network and ANFIS algorithms as an aid in the handoff decision process in local
area inter-technology handoff is addressed with a potential utilization scenario.
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The experimental study was performed using the measurement results
obtained from an IEEE 802.11 WLAN test environment located at the
Telecommunication Laboratory, University of Oulu. Fig. 48 shows the floor plan
of the former Telecommunication Laboratory premises at the University of Oulu
where the measurements were carried out. The moving out scenario was realized
as two distinct moving out paths as illustrated in Fig. 48 and measurement data
was utilized to verify the proposed method for the handoff decision.
5.4.1 Handoff Decision Using RSS Pattern Classification
To evaluate how pattern classification performs in the intertechnology
environment, the moving-out part of the intertechnology scenario was studied by
collecting 802.11 WLAN RSS indicator (RSSI) samples from two different
moving-out paths from the coverage area of an AP. The radius of AP coverage
was between 20-30 meters, which is a typical value for the closed office
environment. A total of 30 traces were stored from each path when the MT moved
at walking speed towards the border of the coverage area. The sampling interval
was 8 samples/s and data collection was initiated at a 1 m distance from the AP.
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Fig. 48. Floor plan of the WLAN testbed site with the AP location and two moving out
paths.

Typical RSSI traces of the two moving-out paths can be seen in Fig. 49. From all
the collected RSSI traces, loss of connection occurred once and twice for paths
one and two, respectively. For path 2 the connection could be reestablished after a
short break of about 5 s. This fact can be exploited when deciding on the optimal
handoff position for the moving away handoff case. When applying the rules for
the inter-technology handoff scenario described in section 5.1, it can easily be
seen that with path 2 the position of the second connection loss is the preferred
handoff instance for non-real time data transfer applications. This way we can
benefit from the higher data rate connection when not starting the time consuming
initiation process to the overlay cellular network.
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Fig. 49. Typical RSSI from two distinct moving away paths.

The problem is thus to decide upon which path the MH is moving along, and once
the correct decision is made, we also know whether the signal is coming back or
not within a reasonable time limit when the connection is lost. Pattern
classification can be seen as a solution for this path identification. In general, the
two paths in different directions from an access point behave quite differently
because the paths are directed by the architecture of the building. For example in
all thirty traces, in path 1 we had one connection loss and in path 2 two
connection losses, and the transition region in path 1 was much shorter than in
path 2. Now, if we utilize a traditional handoff algorithm, where the handoff
decision is based only on signal threshold crossing, for this scenario we have a
correct decision when following path 1. However, if same rule is applied to the
path 2, there is going to be three handoffs each time, and if the handoff delay is
long it can deteriorate the data connection unnecessarily, preventing the
utilization of the second phase of the high rate connection which appears after the
first connection break.
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As shown in Section 5.3, it is very difficult to train a neural network or
ANFIS algorithm to make a correct handoff decision in such an intertechnology
scenario based solely on the received signal from a single source. In general
micro-cellular scenarios, signals from other surrounding candidate BSs are
present providing a better environment for training pattern recognition algorithms.
For the intertechnology scenario since the behavior in the opposite direction is
substantially different, we need to know the direction of movement, which is
another challenging task.
Train network to the
environment

Make measurement

Determine path

Path
changes

Yes

No
Last fade?

Yes

Connection

OK?

Yes

No

Count fades

No

Initiate handoff

Fig. 50. Algorithm for pattern recognition based handoff in experimental testbed.

Based on the measurement results obtained from the testbed we can generate a
handoff logic that is presented in the form of a flow chart in Fig. 50. Since we
know how data users are leaving the office by following the paths along the
corridors of the building and since we also know how the transmitted radio signal
is experienced by the receiver on those paths, we can include this knowledge in
the handoff decision logic. After the pattern recognition algorithm is trained to the
environment and moving out paths it can be a functional entity of the handoff
logic. The RSSI samples are input for the algorithm, and based on its ability to
recognize and classify the correct path, the correct time instant for handoff can be
determined.
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Nearest neighbor classification was performed for arbitrarily selected data
traces from the record of collected RSSI samples. One move away trace from
both paths was taken as a class representative, against which the rest of the RSSI
path patterns were compared. These classes were again divided into subclass
sampling windows, which were used as a comparison base for the classification
procedure.
The result of correct path indication with different classification window
lengths is shown in Fig. 51, describing the dependence on the subclass window
length and capability for correct path classification. It can be seen that as the
window length is increased, the identification of the correct path with a simple
nearest neighbor pattern classification method based on calculating the Euclidean
distance between the collected sample vector and the class representative
classification vectors also improves. The increase is rather linear after the window
length reaches around 6 samples corresponding to 0.75 s. Better than 50%
accuracy in path identification is reached after at a window length of 10 samples.
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Fig. 51. Correct path recognition percentage as a function of sample window length.
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This procedure is computationally rather exhausting, comparing the input RSSI
sample to every class representative every time. The comparison can however be
reduced to the neighboring sample sets once some predefined confidence of the
position is reached and some threshold value for the Euclidean distance can be
set, which determines how long the position is sought for.
The ability of the ANFIS to learn the path classification was poor. The testing
was done with window lengths between 1 and 7 samples and the results indicated
that the path was identified correctly in far less than half of the cases. The reason
why longer window lengths were not tested was the growth of the ANFIS
structure which resulted in exponentially growing simulation times.
The neural network as a path classifier outperformed the other two tested
methods in terms of window length and computational complexity. Even with a
sample window length of one, the correct path was identified in all the cases.
Since the window length is proportional to the neural network size in terms of
used neurons, the performance of the network is degrading as the size of the
window is increased and the training data is kept the same. This indicates that
more training input-output training data pairs should be provided as the size of the
network is growing. The results also show the fluctuation in the performance as
the window size is changed, which is due to the sensitivity of the training process
chosen for the neural network and the available training data.
The results in Fig. 52 show how the nearest neighbor pattern classification
and neural network based pattern classification methods as part of the handoff
logic described in Fig. 50 output correct handoff decisions. The results in Fig. 52
are from test path 1. Contemplation on the results reveals similarities when
comparing the correct path identification probabilities of the particular
algorithms. Again, it is self evident that short window lengths are not reliable for
the nearest neighbor Euclidean distance method. However, the even number
window length cases seemed to work perfectly even with short window sizes.
This result obtained only from path 1 measurement runs may cause a statistical
error which may be smoothed out by including other cases from path 2 as well.
Path 2 was only used as a testing class. The neural network results show
similarities with the correct path identification cases. Training becomes an issue,
and in fact it was tested that repeating the training with the same window length
produced no errors at all in one run, but nothing but erroneous decisions in
another one.
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Fig. 52. Resulted handoff decision failure rate for experimental moving out scenario.

The results show how a neural network, when trained correctly, can be utilized as
a pattern recognition based handoff algorithm in the intertechnology scenario. The
classification type handoff algorithm needs some prior information of the radio
environment of the system before it can be applied. This training can be
conducted when the system is set up or it can be carried out gradually while the
system is running. In either case, the required class information can be stored at
the AP and retrieved by new MHs when entering the coverage area. In the same
way the overlay network characteristics near the AP can be learned and stored in
the MH, and used for moving in scenario handoff.
5.5

Chapter summary

Analytical and comparative evaluation of handoff decision algorithms adopted
from the traditional cellular networks and neural network and ANFIS pattern
recognition algorithms were conducted in a heterogeneous wireless data network.
The traditional RSS and dwell timer algorithms were analyzed for the moving out
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scenario and the average throughput during the transition region was derived. The
results indicate that with a high ratio of data rates between underlay and overlay
networks and high handoff execution times, it is beneficial to perform only one
handoff at the edge of the transition region. The utilization of a dwell timer and
pattern recognition handoff algorithms for prolonging the connection to the
overlay network and executing handoff at the edge of the transition region was
studied. The results showed that an adaptive dwell timer is needed to optimize the
handoff instant for different ratios of data rates. The pattern recognition handoff
algorithms are difficult to train to perform the handoff at the edge of the transition
because of the random nature of the radio signal. However, site specific
measurements from a WLAN testbed showed that the transition region is very
much location dependent. Pattern recognition algorithms can be utilized to
distinguish a correct travelling path from several alternatives, and this information
can be exploited to develop the handoff algorithm for the moving out
intertechnology scenario. It was shown how the neural network based path
identification method identified the correct path from two alternatives with a high
rate of precision compared to the nearest neighbor method. The results also
showed considerable sensitivity to variations in the training of the neural network,
thus resulting in highly diverse handoff decision results.
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6

Handoff in rate adaptive wireless data
networks

In this chapter we analyze the performance of mobile terminals (MT) in the rate
adaptive wireless networks and provide analytical tools for the comparative
performance evaluation of handoff decision algorithms. Two scenarios for rate
adaptive wireless networks are introduced to characterize user mobility in rate
adaptive networks with random and grid deployments. For the first scenario with
random deployment of wireless points of connection, we present a mathematical
analysis for the effects of handoff using relative power to calculate the average
throughput observed by the MT for different distances between the two wireless
points of connections. The core of the framework is the throughput-distance
analysis for the adaptive rate MT and the application of handoff rate calculations
for the relative power handoff decision algorithm presented in [102]. We have
used these calculations to form a basis for the derivation of the average
throughput observed by a roaming MT in a randomly deployed rate adaptive
wireless network [102]. For the second scenario designed for grid deployment, we
present a comparative performance analysis of the effects of four handoff decision
algorithms on the performance using Monte Carlo calculations presented in [103,
104]. These calculations take advantage of the throughput-distance relation and
the mathematical framework for the calculation of average throughput presented
earlier, and use computer simulations to implement the algorithms and the fading
characteristics of the channel. The performance criteria for analyzing different
handoff algorithms are average throughput, number of handoffs, and packet loss
rate during the handoff processing.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes the deployment
scenarios used for the analysis of rate adaptive networks. The relationship
between received signal strength, the distance between the MT and the wireless
point of connection, and the average data rate observed by the mobile user at a
given distance are analyzed, and the average throughput of a roaming mobile
terminal is derived in section 6.2. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 discuss the performance of
rate adaptive IEEE802.11 WLAN networks with random and grid deployments,
respectively. Section 6.5 is devoted to the empirical results of handoff delay
analysis.
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6.1

Scenarios for rate adaptive wireless data networks

Fig. 53 represents the two scenarios used for rate adaptive wireless data networks.
Fig. 53a) represents the random deployment scenario in which a MT moves
between two randomly deployed wireless points of connection such as APs. As
the MT moves away from AP1, the received signal strength (RSS) and
consequently the data rate gradually decreases. At certain points the RSS and data
rate form AP1 are smaller than the RSS and data rate from AP2, and the MT will
receive better service if it switches its point of connection to AP2. However, each
handoff incurs the penalty of lost connection time which degrades the
performance. In this situation the average throughput of the MT is a function of
the distance between the two APs, the handoff decision algorithm, the fading
behavior of the channel, and the relation between the data rate and the RSS of the
mobile terminal. This scenario allows for the inclusion of all these parameters in
the performance analysis. As we will show in section 6.2, the performance for a
relative power algorithm can be analytically derived for this scenario. Scenario II
representing a grid installation of a rate adaptive wireless network assumes a
similar structure as the Manhattan micro-cellular scenario introduced in Chapter
4. The main difference between the two scenarios is that the scenario presented in
Fig. 53(b) supports rate adaptive application for which average throughput is
related to the distance. The performance criteria for both scenarios are average
throughput, packet loss, and number of handoffs.
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Fig. 53. Rate adaptive scenarios used for the analysis.
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6.2

Power, distance, and data rate

Typically, the data rate of a rate adaptive wireless data terminal, Rp, is a discrete
function of the power of the RSS, P. This step function, shown in Fig. 54, is
defined by a set of data rates, {Ri}, and a set of power thresholds, {Pi}, which are
determined by the receiver sensitivity for different constellation patterns and
coding rates.

Fig. 54. General description of relation between data rate, Rp, and received signal
strength, p.

The received power- data rate relationship can be presented as

P < P1
⎧⎪ R1 ;
.
RP = ⎨
⎪⎩ Ri ; P(i −1) ≤ P < Pi

(29)

The received signal power in dB for distance r between the receiver and the
transmitter in a wireless medium is given similarly as in Chapter 4 by

P(r ) = f (r ) + η ,

(30)

where f(r) is a function identified by the medium and formulated as in Chapter 4
as
⎧⎪ 20log(r ),

f (r ) = Pt − L0 − ⎨

r < rbp

⎪⎩ 20log(rbp ) + 30log( r / rbp ), r ≥ rbp
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(31)

and η is a Gaussian random variable with variance σ representing shadow fading.
Therefore, for a given distance r, the received power is a Gaussian random
variable with an average of f(r) and variance σ.
6.2.1 Calculation of average data rate
As the mobile moves away from an AP it may experience several different data
rates at each location since the RSS fluctuates randomly. In this section we first
use the path-loss model behavior discussed in section 6.2 to determine the
average data rate of a rate adaptive WLAN as a function of distance. We then
apply that to our scenario to determine the throughput distance relationship in our
application.
The average data rate provided by AP1 in a location r is given by

R1 (r ) = ∑ Ri Pr ⎡⎣ R1i (r ) ⎤⎦

(32)

R 2 (r ) = ∑ Ri Pr ⎡⎣ Ri2 (r ) ⎤⎦,

(33)

i

and similarly for AP2
i

where Pr ⎡⎣ Ri1,2 ( x) ⎤⎦ is the probability of having data rate Ri from AP1,2 in location
x and it is given for AP1 by
Pr ⎣⎡ R (r ) ⎤⎦ =
1
1

P1

∫

−∞

1
2πσ

2

−[ P ( r ) − f ( r ) ]

e

Pr ⎡⎣ R (r ) ⎤⎦ =
1
i

=

2σ 2

Pi

∫

P( i −1)

dP =

1 1
⎛ P − f (r ) ⎞
−
erf ⎜ 1
⎟,
2
2σ ⎠
π
⎝

(34)

2

−[ P ( r ) − f ( r ) ]

1
2πσ

e

σ

2

dp

1 1
⎛ P − f (r ) ⎞ 1 1
⎛ P − f (r ) ⎞
+
erf ⎜ i
erf ⎜ i −1
⎟− +
⎟,
2
2σ ⎠ 2
2σ ⎠
π
π
⎝
⎝

(35)

and
1
Pr ⎡⎣ RNC
(r ) ⎤⎦ = 1 − ∑ Pr [ Ri (r ) ],

(36)

i

where RNC indicates no connection. Fig. 55 illustrates the probability of data rate
Pr ⎡⎣ Ri1 (r ) ⎤⎦ from AP1 and its relationship to the probability density function of
received power.
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Fig. 55. Probability density function of the received signal strength at a given distance,
P(r), and its relation to the probability of observing a specific data rate.

Data rate R in location r is given by

R(r ) = Pr([AP(r ) = AP1 ]) R1 (r ) + Pr([AP(r ) = AP2 ]) R 2 (r ).

(37)

If we assume that both APs are identical and the channel is reciprocal, the
Equation (37) can be written as

{

}

R(r ) = Pr([AP(r ) = AP1 ]) R1 (r ) + 1 − Pr([AP(r ) = AP1 ]) R1 ( D − r ) . (38)
Equations (37) and (38) provide the relation between the throughput and distance
of a wireless rate adaptive system.
To further clarify these derivatives we consider an example for IEEE802.11b.
This WLAN has four data rates of 11, 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbps. Table 1 shows the
typical power thresholds for these data rates according to a specific manufacturer
of these devices. IEEE802.11g data rate power threshold pairs are also shown in
this table and these values are later utilized for data rate calculations for
corresponding standards.
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Table 4. Typical receiver sensitivity vs. data rate of 802.11b and g receivers.
Observed data rate for

Receiver sensitivity

Observed data rate for

IEEE802.11b

Receiver sensitivity

IEEE802.11g

11 Mbps (b)

-84 dBm

54 Mbps, (g)

5.5 Mbps (b)

-87 dBm

48 Mbps, (g)

-68 dBm
-71 dBm

2 Mbps (b)

-88 dBm

36 Mbps, (g)

-75 dBm

1 Mbps (b)

-91 dBm

24 Mbps, (g)

-79 dBm

18 Mbps, (g)

-82 dBm

12 Mbps, (g)

-84 dBm

9 Mbps, (g)

-87 dBm
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Fig. 56 shows the probability of data rates i, Pr [ Ri (r )] , for this system for the four
data rates and distances up to 200 m. Fig. 57 shows the throughput distance
relation calculated from Equation 4 for one access point as a function of distance.
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Performance in random deployment

This section provides numerical results for an adaptive rate adaptive WLAN
terminal as it roams in the coverage area of two APs in our application scenario.
The comparative analytical results will show the effect of AP locations on the
average obtained information. The numerical results provided are based on a
conventional RSS based handoff algorithm, a model for fading channel behavior,
and the distance-throughput relationship of the IEEE802.11b technology in a
semi-open environment.
6.3.1 Analysis of handoff rate and probability
The probability of handoff in shadow fading has been studied and formulated in a
variety of works [26, 132, 134-137, 142, 160, 161, 190]. In this section we
summarize the handoff probability analysis of the traditional algorithms. The
handoff probability analysis is also a basis for the analysis of average throughput
of rate adaptive wireless networks. We will utilize this result when we derive the
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average throughput for the roaming MT, which we will present in section 6.3.2.
As stated in [136], the probability of handoff can be expressed as
Pr [ HO(r)] = Pr([AP(r - Δr) = AP1 ∧ zr < 0] ∨[AP(r - Δr) = AP2 ∧ zr > 0])
= Pr([AP(r - Δr) = AP1 ])Pr(zr < 0) + Pr([AP(r - Δr) = AP2 ])Pr(zr > 0),

(39)

where zx is the power difference of the received signals from AP1 and AP2 at
location r and AP(r-Δr) represents the serving AP at location r-Δr.
Since zx is the difference of two Gaussian processes, the probability of which
received signal is stronger at a given location x can be expressed as
1
⎛ f (r ) ⎞
erfc ⎜
⎟
2
⎝ 2σ ⎠

(40)

1
⎛ − f (r ) ⎞
erfc ⎜
⎟,
2
⎝ 2σ ⎠

(41)

Pr( z (r ) < 0) =

and
Pr( z (r ) > 0) =

where erfc is a complementary error function. The probability of the serving AP
can be computed iteratively by starting from AP1 as
Pr[AP( r -1) = AP1 ]

= Pr[AP(r - 2) = AP1 ]Pr( zr > 0) + Pr[AP( r - 2) = AP2 ]Pr( zr > 0)

(42)

Pr[AP( r -1) = AP2 ]

= Pr[AP(r - 2) = AP2 ]Pr( zr < 0) + Pr[AP(r - 2) = AP1 ]Pr( zr < 0)

(43)

and having the zero state probabilities as

Pr([AP(0) = AP1 ]) = 1 and Pr([AP(0) = AP2 ]) = 0 .
We can now utilize these results and calculate the average number of handoffs as
a function of the distance between the APs as
D

N HO = ∫ Pr [ HO(r ) ] dr ,

(44)

0

where D is the distance between the APs.
Fig. 58 illustrates the probabilities AP(r)=AP1, AP(r)=AP2 and handoff(r) for
the case of two access points separated by 100 m.
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Fig. 58. Probability of connection to access point i at a given distance, Pr[AP(r)=APi]
and their relation to probability of handoff, Pr[handoff(r)]. The distance between the
two APs is 100 meters.

Using the above framework we can relate the average throughput, including the
effects of handoffs, to the distance between the two APs and the velocity of the
vehicle. To perform these calculations we first need to determine R(r) as
described in Section 6.2.1 and Pr[handoff(r)]. The throughput-distance
relationship R(r) by itself is a very useful function with numerous applications for
analysis of the behavior of rate adaptive wireless data networks. Determination of
a realistic value for the handoff delay parameter Δ is complex and requires
empirical data. Section 6.5 describes a method for empirically measuring of this
parameter. The range of empirical results obtained is used for the throughput
calculations presented in section 6.4.
6.3.2 Effect of handoff rate on throughput
As the MT is moving from the coverage area of AP1 to the coverage are of AP2,
its average data rate is a function of its location. If we assume that the distance
between the two APs is D and the distance between AP1 and the MT is
represented by r, we can express the average data rate as
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D

RD =

1
R (r )dr ,
D ∫0

(45)

where R(r) is the data rate at distance r from AP1. If we are interested in the
average throughput behavior in time, t, we have r=vt and TD=D/v where v is the
velocity of the MT, and TD is the time needed to travel the distance between the
two APs. Substituting these values into Equation (45) yields the average data rate
of
TD

RD =

∫ R(t )dt
0

TD

.

(46)

Throughput or effective average data rate of the system is affected by the
handoffs, which reduces the average data rate observed by the MT. The average
physical throughput can be expressed as
TD

s=

D

∫ R(t )dt − ∫ Pr [ HO(r )] ∫
0

0

R (t )dtdr

TD
D

=

t+Δ

t

∫ R(r )dr
0

D

(47)

D

−

Δ ∫ Pr [ HO(r ) ] R (r )dr
0

D/v

,

where Δ is the handoff disruption time, Pr[handoff(t)] is the probability of handoff
at time t, and Pr[handoff(r)] is the probability of handoff in location r.
6.3.3 Results for random deployment
Fig. 59 presents the average physical throughput affected by the handoff
disruption as expressed in equation (47). It can be seen that the increase in
disruption time reduces the average throughput for the roaming mobile terminal.
The reduction is more severe with closely deployed access points. The
explanation can be found by looking at the data rate probabilities presented in Fig.
56. If two access points are very close to one another, both of them are received
with high RSS levels and thus the average data rate is also high. In these cases
even one handoff reduces the average throughput. As the distance between access
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points increases, the effect of handoff is becoming less dominant for the obtained
average throughput.
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Fig. 59. Average physical throughput as a function of distance between APs for
several handoff disruption times Δ.

6.4

Performance in grid deployment

In this scenario we assume a simplex UDP streaming application for which the
MT is receiving packets all the time while not in handoff state and while the RSS
is adequate. In other words, packets are assumed to be received correctly
whenever the predefined RSS level is exceeded. Every handoff is assumed to take
one second to complete, thus introducing a disruption to the data traffic. We also
assume that the change in the data rate of an AP does not cause any packet loss
and takes place in a negligible time compared to the data rate. The packet size for
UDP transmission is assumed to be a constant 1500 bytes. This results in the
maximum theoretical UDP throughput of 34.8Mbit/s for IEEE802.11g WLAN
standards. The transmitted power for the IEEE802.11g is assumed to be 20dBm.
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6.4.1 Monte Carlo calculations of average throughput
In order to evaluate the performance of a selected handoff algorithm in the rate
adaptive WLAN networks we simulate the fading channel to determine the
number of handoffs caused by the ping-pong effect for different algorithms. Using
these numbers we calculate the average throughput and packet-loss-rate and use
them as our performance criteria. Next, we derive the average throughput and
packet loss rate which we later on utilize in our Monte Carlo calculations.
Average Throughput
While the MT is moving from the coverage area of one AP to the coverage area of
another AP, it experiences several data rates from both APs. We can follow the
presentation given is section 6.3. The throughput of the system is affected by the
handoffs, which reduces the data rate observed by the MT. To avoid the utilization
of the probability of handoff, the average throughput can be expressed as
N ti +Δ

T

∫

s=

0

R (t )dt −

∑∫
i =1

D

R (t )dt

ti

=

TD

∫

N

R(r )dr

0

Δ
−

D

∑R

i

i =1

D/v

,

(48)

where, similarly to equation 47, Δ is the handoff disruption time and Ri is the data
rate when the handoff occurs, and N is the number of handoffs during the
movement from one cell to another.
Packet loss rate
We can assume that packet loss occurs during the handoff disruption time Δ and it
is dependent on the packet length and data rate of the application. The number of
packets lost due to the handoffs is given by
N

N loss =

Δ

∑ L/R
i

i

N

=Δ

1

∑ L/R
i

,

(49)

i

where L is the packet length in bits.
The maximum number of received packets (i.e., packets sent) without any
handoffs is
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N packets =

TD
D/v
,
=
Tpacket L / RD

(50)

where Tpacket is the duration of the packet in seconds. The average packet-loss-rate
can be then calculated as the ratio of equations (49) and (50) as
N

Ploss =

N loss
=
N packets

Δ

∑ L/R
i =1

D/v
L / RD

i

.

(51)

6.4.2 Results for grid deployment
Fig. 60 illustrates the mean number of handoffs as a function of the distance
between APs for different handoff algorithms. From these results we first note
that with closely placed APs, the use of the chosen -80dBm threshold value does
have a dominant effect on the performance of the algorithms where it is present.
The threshold value prevents handoffs from occurring, since the power level from
AP1 might not dip below the threshold level at any point between the APs. On the
other hand, as the distance between the APs is increased, the effect of the
threshold is becoming negligible, since the RSS from AP1 falls below the
threshold level before the RSS received from any other AP becomes greater than
the RSS from the initial AP1. The second fact that can be deduced from the results
is that the average number of handoffs with both hysteresis based algorithms
approaches the same value as the distance between the APs increases. The effect
of the use of hysteresis in the handoff algorithms is clearly seen in the figure, as
they have a tendency of reducing the number of handoffs, which is also common
knowledge. As seen in Fig. 60, the average number of executed handoffs during
the roaming is close to one for all the distances with the plain hysteresis based
handoff algorithm. The algorithms without hysteresis also start to approach one
another, but with the studied distances they do not reach the same value. The
conclusion that may be drawn from the results is that the threshold value needs to
be adjusted according to the spacing of the APs.
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Fig. 60. Mean number of handoffs for different handoff algorithms.

Fig. 61 shows how the choice of handoff decision algorithm affects the average
data rate observed by the MT during the roaming between the APs. The results
reveal that when the APs are close to each another, unnecessary handoffs degrade
the performance of the network by reducing the average observed data rate of the
MT while roaming. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the
maximum data rate is still achievable from the initial AP1 and even one handoff
with 1 s disruption time causes a drop in the throughput. As the distance between
the APs increases, the performance between the algorithms becomes very similar
and the choice of algorithm plays an unimportant role when optimizing the
average data rate with respect to the chosen handoff algorithm. The only
exception is the RSS based algorithm, which is inferior to the rest of the
algorithms in all the cases. As the distance between the APs is further increased,
the difference in the performance of the algorithms becomes visible again, even
though the difference is rather marginal. The hysteresis based algorithms delay
the handoff execution, which reduces the obtained data rate. This is due to the fact
that the data rate from the initial AP is decreasing and the hysteresis algorithm is
preventing handoff, even though the data rate would be higher from the target AP.
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Fig. 61. Average UDP data rate during roaming.

The effect that the handoff algorithms, due to the disruption time, have on packet
loss is shown in Fig. 62. The result can be explained by combining the previous
results on the number of handoffs and average data rates. The handoffs in very
high data rate areas cause a lot of lost packets, while on the other hand frequent
handoffs with low data rates do not make a significant contribution to the packet
loss, given that the size of the packet is kept constant. The algorithms with
threshold affect the results in a similar fashion to those explained previously.
The final result, depicted in Fig. 63, illustrates the effect of the handoff
disruption time on the average UDP data rate observed by a roaming MT. We see
that an increase in disruption time reduces the throughput in a linear fashion. It is
also clear that the algorithms that produce less handoffs have the advantage over
those that produce multiple handoffs. This explains why only one handoff exactly
at the midpoint between the APs is the best solution, provided that APs are not too
close to each another as indicated in the results in Fig. 61.
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6.5

Measurement of handoff delay

To investigate the actual handoff disruption times caused by mobile IP in a
WLAN network, a simple testbed was used. The testbed architecture is depicted
in Fig. 64.

Fig. 64. Architecture of testbed used for handoff disruption time measurements.

The testbed includes two networks which, without a loss of generality, are
controlled from one computer with two network interfaces. One of the interfaces
functions as the MobileIPv6 (MIPv6) Home Agent (HA) and the other interface
emulates the foreign agent of the foreign network. Both of the interfaces were
connected to access points (AP) that were geologically located so that some
overlapping between the coverage areas was present. The home network also
consists of a correspondent node (CN) that connects to the MTs that roam from
the home network to the foreign network. In the experiment we tested up to four
simultaneous roaming MTs and the effect of the handoff on the disruption time in
the TCP traffic.
In Fig. 65 TCP packet flow during handoff is presented. The TCP connection
is lost when the L2 handoff occurs (frequency is changed to match the new AP).
After some time the MT receives a router advertisement (RA) from the new link
router. Due to the eager cell switching algorithm, the MT immediately triggers the
L3 handoff procedure. The MT sends a binding update to the HA informing it of
the new router. Roughly two seconds later the HA responds with a binding
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acknowledgement (BA) verifying the registration of the new Care of Address.
TCP traffic is further slowed down by the retransmission back-off algorithm, in
which case the traffic is not immediately continued after the BA. In Fig. 65 it can
be seen that the service disruption time (the effective handoff duration from the
user’s point of view) in TCP traffic is over four seconds. The mean and standard
deviation of the service disruption time were calculated from ten consecutive
handoff latency measurements with one MT. The results are shown in Table 5.
The mean and standard deviation were 3.02 seconds and 1.01 seconds,
respectively.

MN=MT

Fig. 65. TCP packet flow during handoff.

We tested the performance of MIPv6 in the presence of multiple mobile nodes
moving simultaneously between base stations at walking speed. Fig. 66 shows
TCP packet flow during a sample case when two MTs move to the foreign
network. It can be seen that even though the MTs are physically close to each
another, the handoff latencies experienced by the separate MNs are very different.
In this case MT2 loses the connection to the home access point MT1 causing MT2
to have a much longer service disruption time in TCP traffic. Immediately after
the connection is lost in MT2, there is a time period during which MT1 can use all
the bandwidth of the home network resulting in a significant increase in
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throughput. Then L2 of MT1 decides to also change the frequency due to the
weak signal level. After L2 handoff by MT1 both mobiles receive the RA from
the new router at the same time. A possible explanation for this is that the L2
handoff by MT2 was premature. It is also possible that MT2 had a poor channel to
both routers. Ten handoff measurements with two MTs were performed. The
results shown in Table 5 indicate that the mean value of service disruption time
was 4.4 seconds, which was about 1.4 seconds higher than in the single user case.

MN=MT

Fig. 66. TCP packet flow during handoff with two MTs.
Table 5. Mean and standard deviation of TCP service disruption times.
Case

Mean [s] of TCP disruption time

Std [s] of TCP disruption time

1MN

3.02

1.01

2MN

4.42

2.14

3MN

5.94

1.80

4MN

11.81

3.74
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6.6

Chapter summary

In this chapter the performance of a rate adaptive network from the perspective of
a roaming mobile terminal was analyzed. The traditional handoff algorithms
similar to those investigated in cellular environments were studied to determine
the effects of the number of handoffs, handoff delays and access point locations
on the average throughput experienced by the mobile terminal. The handoff
delays were determined from a WLAN testbed. The length of the TCP disruption
time was found to be several seconds. It was shown that with long handoff delays,
closely deployed access points will not yield the best performance for a mobile
terminal in terms of achieved average throughput. Handoff in high data rate areas
is less effective than in the areas with a low data rate. Even one handoff executed
in the middle of two access points can deteriorate the obtained average throughput
significantly, and this phenomenon is increasing as we introduce more users and
consequently more lengthy handoffs into the system. The best traditional handoff
decision algorithm for rate adaptive networks is the hysteresis with threshold
based algorithm which prevents handoff execution when the RSS level is
adequate. We can also conclude from the results that there is an optimum
minimum distance between the access points in the deployed rate adaptive
network for maximizing the average throughput and executing only one handoff
in the middle of two access points.
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7

Summary and conclusions

In this dissertation we analyzed the effects of traditional and pattern recognition
handoff decision algorithms on the performance of wireless networks. Since the
performance is dependent on the application and the deployment, we first
logically divided the wireless networks into three different categories: traditional
cellular phones, non-homogeneous overlay-underlay data networks, and rate
adaptive wireless data networks. For each category we defined a practical
scenario for performance evaluation. The scenarios identified the wireless
network topology, defined the location of wireless points of connection, and
specified a path for the mobile terminal in which it performs a handoff. Finally,
we analyzed the performance of the wireless networks using mathematical
formulation and computer simulations.
The conclusions of the results of this thesis are related to three specific
issues: the performance of handoff algorithms in homogeneous voice-oriented
networks using a four-base-station Manhattan microcellular scenario, the
performance of handoff decision algorithms in heterogeneous data-oriented
networks using the moving-in moving-out -scenario, and the evaluation of
handoff decision algorithms for rate adaptive wireless networks using random and
grid deployment scenarios. Chapters 4-6 discussed the results in these three cases.
In Chapter 4 we examined a micro-cellular scenario for cellular phone
applications. A four-base-station Manhattan microcellular scenario was used to
analyze and compare the performance of traditional handoff decision algorithms
with newly introduced and applied pattern recognition neural network and ANFIS
algorithms. The performance measures utilized for the comparison and evaluation
of the algorithms were the number and location of handoffs. The comparative
results indicated that the neural network based pattern recognition handoff
decision algorithm causes a smaller number of handoffs than any other studied
algorithm. On average the neural network algorithm produced just 1.1 handoffs,
which is close to the optimum value. The standard deviation of the location of the
handoffs was also small indicating stable behavior of the algorithm. The standard
deviation of the handoff location was 0.7 m even though the average value was 3
m off the center point. This premature handoff location can, however, be
compensated for in the training phase of the algorithm. The performance of the
ANFIS algorithm was slightly worse than the traditional hysteresis with threshold
algorithm in terms of handoff rate. The ANFIS produced, on average, 0.5
handoffs more than its traditional counterpart. However, the handoff instant
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produced by the ANFIS was much closer to the center point than the delayed
handoff decision produced by the hysteresis with threshold algorithm. Chapter 4
also provided the sensitivity analysis of the effects of training on the performance
of the neural network and ANFIS handoff decision algorithms. It was shown that
the introduced neural network based algorithm was less sensitive to variations in
training variations compared to the ANFIS. The proposed neural network
architecture required less training than the ANFIS in terms of achieving the
minimum handoff rate, and the effect of providing more than two training sets
was minimal. The ANFIS required more than four training sets to achieve the best
possible performance. The conclusion for this part of the research is that the
proposed neural network handoff decision algorithm is a suitable candidate for a
handoff decision making algorithm for a Manhattan microcellular type
networking scenario. It was shown that the handoff decision algorithm based on a
neural network increased handoff performance by reducing unwanted handoffs
and handoff delays in traditional cellular phone networks.
In Chapter 5 a moving-in-moving-out scenario for heterogeneous data
applications was studied. In the heterogeneous data-oriented networks the
problem of handoff is more complex compared to the traditional homogenous
cellular network. In addition to the number of handoffs and the location of
handoff, the average throughput was used to evaluate the performance of the
handoff decision algorithms. It was shown through mathematical analysis that the
average throughput in the transition region for high ratios of data rates between
the overlay and underlay networks and long handoff delays, the ideal moment for
handoff is at the end of the transition region where handoff takes place. The use of
a variable length dwell-timer was analyzed as one potential scheme for
optimizing vertical handoff locally in proportion to the mean throughput
perceived by a single user in the transition region where the handoff decision is to
be made. Simulation results showed that the use of the dwell-timer was justified
when the ratio of the effective data rates between the networks was significant
enough. The optimal value of the dwell-timer varied depending on the selected
simulation parameters for mobile terminal velocity and handoff delay, thus
indicating a need for an adaptive dwell-timer to adapt to these varying conditions
and site specific algorithm tuning to obtain optimum performance. The results
indicated that for the data applications the neural network and ANFIS based
handoff decision algorithms are not as effective as the traditional algorithms.
Training the algorithms to perform the handoff at the edge of the transition region
utilizing solely the RSS values is a challenging problem. However, these pattern
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recognition algorithms could be used as movement path predictors. With path
prediction we can determine the moving in or moving out path of the mobile
terminal from a set of available options corresponding to the mobile terminal’s
travelling path. The path prediction information can be harnessed to be a part of
the handoff decision algorithm when we have site specific knowledge of the
prevailing radio propagation characteristics of a particular location to determine
the optimum handoff instant. It was shown with empirical measurement results
that the transition region has site specific features, and even though the length of
the transition region may not be identifiable, the threshold crossing count before
total loss of connection can be recognized. A handoff algorithm can implemented
to exploit this feature and the handoff decision can therefore be optimized. The
nearest neighbor pattern classification, neural network and ANFIS algorithms
were used for exit path prediction in a two-path moving-out scenario. The
prediction results were then used as input for the handoff decision making
process. The results showed that increasing the RSS sample window, correct path
classification was made with a linearly increasing probability by using nearest
neighbor pattern classification. A neural network algorithm harnessed for the
prediction task outperformed the nearest neighbor classification algorithm,
resulting in accurate handoff decisions. The ANFIS algorithm outperformed
nearest neighbor classification in the cases with short RSS sample windows but
did not match the performance of the neural network based classifier. The
performance of the ANFIS was not satisfactory with longer sample windows.
A rate adaptive wireless network scenario for mobile data application was
investigated in Chapter 6. We provided mathematical analysis of the rate adaptive
wireless data networks and showed how the distance between the two wireless
points of connections is related to the average data rate and throughput
experienced by a roaming mobile terminal within the network for different
handoff delays. The study provided analytical tools to evaluate the performance
of mobile terminals in a rate adaptive WLAN network and a framework for the
analysis of a mobile terminal in a randomly deployed rate adaptive wireless
environment. We also examined the effects of four traditional handoff algorithms
on the rate adaptive network performance in grid deployment. It was shown that
the hysteresis with threshold algorithm provides the best performance regardless
of handoff execution time or the distance between the wireless points of
connection. It was seen that if two access points are very close to each another,
both of them are received with high RSS levels, making the average data rate
from both of them high. Handoff from one of these access points to the other
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reduces the average throughput due to the handoff disruption time, and one
handoff in the middle point is no longer the optimum solution. As the distance
between the access points increases, the effect of handoff diminishes when
observing the obtained average throughput. Another conclusion drawn from the
results was that handoffs within very high data rate areas cause a lot of lost
packets, while on the other hand frequent handoffs with low data rates do not
make a significant contribution to the packet loss, given that the size of the
packets is kept constant.
7.1

Future Work

As software defined radios and cognitive radio networks are receiving more
interest, the radio recourse management issues where handoff is a key factor are
becoming even more complicated to solve in the future. The handoff decision
needs to become dynamically transmission spectrum aware to effectively avoid
interference among users, similarly to the spectrum aware network access and
routing in cognitive networks. The application of different theoretical approaches
such as game theory into the handoff decision in the multi-technology networking
environment is still an interesting but at the same time challenging problem.
The problem of learning the correct handoff decision instant is a challenging
task in dynamically changing networks. Many different learning algorithms are
available for the neural networks and neural fuzzy structures. The learning engine
is responsible for augmenting the list of actions available that allow it to adapt to
a changing environment. Nearly every learning technique involves the use of an
objective function to determine the value of the learned data. The objective
functions reflect the overall goal of the handoff process, such as maximizing
throughput or minimizing the handoff disruption effect. The goal of the learning
engine is to determine which of the input states will optimize the objective
function. Finding the mathematical relationship between the system inputs and
the objective function is an interesting problem and remains a future research
topic.
The new IPv6 protocol includes some mobility features by default, including
such elements as neighbor discovery and router advertisement/solicitations.
Mobile IPv6 brings additional functionalities on top of those already included in
IPv6, such as mobile host binding, which resolves a routing problem in the
network. Both the IPv6 and Mobile IPv6 standards lack the sophisticated decision
making procedures of the handoff, thus making this work valuable to further
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develop handoff algorithms in this field of communication technology. Current
implementations of Mobile IPv6 miss any algorithmic decision mechanism for
handoff, making it rather immature for a wireless environment. The
implementation of the fuzzy logic or even any conventional handoff algorithm in
Mobile IPv6 would make the protocol more suitable for the wireless world.
Although exploitation of accurate location information may not be feasible
for handoff itself, the type of algorithm presented may also be applicable for
geolocation purposes in an indoor WLAN environment. As the new features are
being integrated into the next generation wireless LANs, it becomes very
interesting to study methods to integrate geolocation functionality into rate
adaptive wireless LAN handoff. Introducing more complexity into pattern
recognition techniques in terms of more diversified inputs and more complex
pattern recognition algorithms would extend the techniques studied in this thesis.
These interesting subjects remain for future work.
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